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ANITOL^CEMENT ; We now have our visit with Uncle Sam's Naturalists of the United
States Department of Agriculture. Well, Mr. Wilds Man, let's start the year
right and hear the ne\7S from Nature

Happy New Year, everybody I

"Then we get out in the ^rilds, ^/e sometimes like to forget the calendar.

But on New Year's it is the "quaint old custom" to sort of look around
and get our hearings, and note the landmarks, as it were, to make sure where
we are, and how far we have come.

Of course, we think of the hirds and animals of the wild as paying little
attention to our calendar dates, except possibly those we annoyance with ^^i-ins at

the beginning of hunting seasons. Taken by and large, their habits probably
haven't changed much since the memory of man runneth not to the contrary.

Yet I gather from \7hat Paul G. Redington, chief of the Bureau of Biologi-
cal Survey, says in his annual report, that wild life may have the same old
ways, but we are finding out new things about those ways right along. And
there is a lot we don't know yet. That's true as to the habits of individual
birds and animals, and also in regard to the v/ay one form of life affects
another. Tlie Bureau of Biological Survey has quite a job. In some cases it

is a matter of protecting wild life a^;ainst extermination by human beings, in
others it is a matter of protecting one kind of wild life against another, or
even protecting man or his possessions against wild animals.

Nor is that as sir^le as it may sound. There is such a thing as too much
protection of one species at the expense of some other. During the past year,
I,Ir. Redington says, specialists of his Bureau found new or added evidence t]iat

on some of the more important deer, and aiitelope, and elk ranges in southeastern
Arizona, and the Kaibab deer ranges in northern Arizona the animals have in-

creased so much under protection that they are doing serious damage to the
forage already. They threaten to destroy the forest cover and the food-pro-
ducing capacity of those ranges.

In order to protect adequately the better species of shrubs and yoimg
trees and other plaiits on which the aiiimals feed, the number of deer will have
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to "be reduced in some localities. Othervise, they will oveiT:raze> and kill off

the forage plants, so the raiige will not sup-oort as many animals as it can no^
support without damr-ge.

One '.vay the investigators propose to reduce the number of deer is to let

other forms of natural wild-life flourish. That is, those areas would be

closed to private trapping and hunting of the "big flesh-eating animals.

Protected from hunters, those animals would help to take care of the extra

deer.

That idea of leaving the wilds to its own wild ways of taking care of

such problems appeals to some folks as the proper way to handle wild life.

Just let them alone and let them fight it out among themselves.

But it is not always safe to do that. Because often the predatory
animals, such as moujitain lions, and wolves, and coyotes, and bobcats get so

sunerous they threaten to wipe out some of our more valuable animals. Accord-
ing to the Forest Service, more game animals were killed on our national forests
by predatory animals than by hunters year before last. Tlie reports indicate
that more than 88,000 deer, and elk, and moose, and mountain sheep, and ante-
lope, and mountain goats were killed on national forests by predatory aninaals,

^'hile hunters killed fewer than 60,000 there,

T?here there is a surplus of game animtils, such predators as mountain
lions may do very little damage to domestic stock. 3\\t where game ajiimals are
scarce, they become a serious menace. The expert hunters and trappers of the
Biological Survey are often called on to help protect stocianon against such
boasts of prey. Iharing the past year, officials in Argentina, ^rero inquiring
about our ways of controlling mounta,in lions. It is reported that mo-untain
lions in that country are destroying large numbers of cattle and horses. But
plenty of stockmen and other informed people in this country'' will tell you thp.t

you don't have to go that far away from home to find cattle killed by lions,
and wolves, and coyotes.

Coyotes, Mr. Redington sa^'-s, continue to present our most serious problems
in predatory animal control, llany people think of the coyote as being confined
to the Test; but they don't know the co3''ote. Those little wild dogs with the
cold, calculating eyes are not only found in all the western -oa-rt of this
country, but a,re becoming scattered in the East. Last year, a coyote was
killed near Jamieson, Florida, and another in the suburbs of Baltimore, ilary-

land. In fa.ct, coyotes are found from Mexico to Alaska, and they seemed to

have adapted themselves well to living in close touch with man.

By extending ranching and agriculture iiito what was formerly the "wilds,"
we have provided banquets for some of the wild crcatxircs. In consequence of
the "easy-pickings" we have provided, some of these animals have in places in-

creased more t'mxn they could have in the keen-competition of their native '"ilds.

The saiae is true of some of our troublesome birds. Damaije by birds has
always been most pronounced where agriculture is being extended into new areas.
The orchard planted in a clea^ring among the foothills, or the rice field mo,de

in a. marsh where na.ture formerly held entire swry is im^nediately recognized a.s

a first-rate source of food by the birds a:id other forms of wild life.
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That accounts for the serious sit\iation 'vith ref^ard to destructive "birds

on the Pacific Coast. In California, the linnet or house finch does more than

a million dollars worth of damage a year by eating buds and fruit l And that

is just one kind of bird. Horned larks do almost as much damage by destroying

seedlings of vegetable crops as linnets do to fruit. Snarrows add to the

destruction. Blackbirds and coots do heavy damage to the California rice crop.

In fact the bird situation is so serious in that State, that last year the

Biological Survey put tv/o investigators to work studying conditions and find-

ing ways to control the damage.

You see, in this matter of either Tjrotecting wild life or of keeping it

in control, we need to know the "personal" habits of the birds and animals.
!7ith birds here to-day and gone to-morrow, it is highly important to know
their behavior and just what conditions they find at other stop-overs along
their route, and especially the condition where they nest.

Last year, bird-banding cooperators of the Biological Survey banded more
than 169,000 birds. Since this work was started about eleven years ago, they
have banded nearly a million birds and many thousands of reports have been re-
ceived. Iviany of the bands have been reported or returned by hunters who found
them on legs of ducks or other birds they have brou^^ht down. Each band is

numbered, and knowing where it was put on, and where the bird was brought down,
it gives a clue to that bird's flying route. In this way, the Biological Stirvey

is gradually finding out more and more about the courses followed by different
migratory birds in going to and from their nesting and feeding grounds.

Of course, in determining the extent of protection or of control needed,
the food habits of the birds at different seasons and in different places along
the route must be known.

In fact, there are a number of fascinating investigations in progress
which may reveal to us new facts about our old acquaintances of the wilds.
From time to time, during the coming year, we hope to tell you about some of

them.

ANIIOUNCS!' I5NT

r

You have just listened to a program riresented by the United
States Department of Agriculture and Station . This time two weeks from
today we will have ajiother visit with Uncle Sam's Naturalists.
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AMOUITCE iEIJT ; And now let's go back in the wilds for another of those visits
with Uncle Sam's Naturalists of the United States Department of Agriculture,
Today it is with foresters on our western mountain range lands. Hell, Mr,
T7ildsraan, what is happening out there at the "Home on the Range"?

^. * -.h H: * tit

TTell, it seems from rrhat the U.S. Forest Service men tell me, that range
lands in the western part of this country have changed. Many of them Iiave

changed considerably, too.

Of course, you know there are changes going on inUature' all the time. That is

fhe law of life in -the rrlld, as '^cll as In the tame. But , tho se more or less slow,
steady changes we tliii^-k of as normal is i^ot .what I am talking about.

Out on some of our western mountain- range land-s ij^ recent years big changes
have been talcing place, and, talcing place fast, '^^aybe you ^'ouldn't notice the

difference, but th.«se plsnt ,-.experts,, . who Icnow life on the range down to the very
grass roots, find the ground cover h6.s undergone tremendously important changes.

Yes, sir, the vfery character of the ground cover has clianged over wide stretches
of range. In many cases, poison weeds and worthless plants have replaced shrubs
and grasses which used to . oe the feed of the cattl% on a thousand hills. In
other places, the plant cover has heen so thinned' out that serious erosion and
washing away of the soil has set in, '

^
'

You probably guess what is behind tho fee changes. And you are rigiit,- Fire,"and

overgrazing are chiefly responsible. VJhen you put more cattle or s'eep on t lie range

than the range can support readily, nretty soon it can't support even as many as it

did.

The cattle and sheep go after the tastier, better forace plants first. "Then

the range is too heavily stocked, the better plants which may predominate are kept
down to such an extent that their less valuable competitors have a better chance
to take possession of the range. Those poorer species supply less feed and
support fewer head of stock.

On the hir^her and drier ranges, Irnd sometimes gets too little rain to supoort
a complete ground coyer at best, Tlith overgrazing and fires that land is soon
exposed to erosion and washing, . And, the range specialists say tliat if that
erosion is not stopped, it will reduce the land to a barren waste.
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Hor7 can you stop it? — 7ell, naturally, the first thing you thinlc of is to

stop grazing on such land. But in inany cases, grazing helps keep do^ra the
danger of fire. For instance, sheep grazing on cut-over Douglas fir lands, not
only eat the foliage of many of the plants, but they trample dowa much of the
uneaten vegetation. They break up a considerable -art of the dry material left

on the ground. They wrk it t^artly into the ground There it can not burn so

readily, .-^Jid T7here it is more likely to absorb moisture. To a certain ex tent,
therefore the grazing helps to keep dom fire damage.

It is no simple matter to determine just ho'? far grazing should go for the
good of the ranf.;e. Ho'."ever, foresters agree tliat on some t^TDes of land moderate;

grazing doesn't seriously interfere v/ith the tree gro^h and -hat little injury
may be done is more than made up for by the lessening of the danger from fire.

They do say that precautions must be tal:en in any event to see that the range
is not overstocked and overgrazed, G-razing must be regulated.

But on many of the ranges, vrhich have already been seriously damaged by fires
and overgrazing, just limiting the number of stock permitted on the range uill
not be enough to get the range back to its old time capacity to supply good
forage.

Abnormal grazing and repeated fires, you might say, have artificially
interfered vrith the pl-'nt life on the r^-nge o.nd clianged its character. For that
reason, foresters have been looking into the possibilities of artificially re-
seeding range lands. That has already been done successfully on limited areas
where growing conditions are above the average.

Of course, v/hen you come to planting vast stretches of range land there are
a lot of practical ^oroblems to be met. Taken by and large, the foresters say
it seems reasonable to suppose that native, rild grasses are naturally better
suited to grorring conditior.s where they are found. But just vrliat raid grasses
seem promising? That is one of the things investigators are nov,' trying to find
out. Then, too, there is the question of T7hether enough seed of such grasses
can be had at lov enough cost to making so'wing the range to them really
practical.

It may be, the plant experts say, that \7e can actually discover or develop
plsnts that are adapted to the less favorable conditions than those found on
the motmtain meado'vs, and moist parks, and bottom land along streams vrherc re-
seeding is no'7 considered feasible. In fact, they even hold hope for better
forage plants than v/e no^ kao'".

So far, most of the -^ork of reseedin.^ range lands has been Tith cultivated
or tame forage plants. And even those have not yet been tested out as fully,
or under as many conditions, as seems to be r/arrsnted.

But much more has been done \7ith those tpme grasses than "ith our '^ild native
grasses, ITor do the "i.ld and tame grasses r-0".7 greying in this co"untry include
all the possibilities. It may be that in other parts of the '"orld, better fora^:c

plants than any rro nc? have may be gro'-ing on ranges under si:ailar conditions
to those ~e have in oui' "est.

The range men say there is a real need for ercploration of the likely range
lends in other parts of the earth for better forage plants for our o"n ranges.
And there seems to be nothing im-orobable in the idea 'Then you recall tliat
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tliat nearly all the fora,:;e plants nor: grovni in e:!^tensivo cultivation In the more
h-umid parts of o"ur co-'ontry v/ere broi-ight hero from abroad, They are not native*
TThy, the pl-.^nt erperts even tell ne tliat our famous Kentuclcy blue^grass, not
only isn't blue, but didn't really come from Kentucky to begin r/ith. It '7as

introduced from the Old TJorld. And by the vay that Kentucky blue grass is one
of the grasses T/hich have given good results on the moistBr. 'Testern mountain
grazing l?jids,

Timothj'', ho"'ever, lias given jcst all around results T7hen tried out on '.Testcrn

range sites '.vhere the soil is moist. Quack grass classed as a troublesome v/eed

on farm lands in the East, seems to have possibilities for usefulness as forage
on range lands in some parts of the Uest,

_

Wlien we speak of 'vestern range lands, horrever, tve are tailing in a lot of
territor--, and a lot of different conditions, moist and dry, hot and cool, long
and short groT7ing seasons. From vyhat I gather from these range investig.-^tors

>

rild native grasses, taiae grasses from the East, yet untested plants from remote
sections of the globe may all be used to help bring bade the carrying- capacity'
of our T7estern ranges.

It is a big problem, but a mighty important problem for the future of ou.r

livestock industry -- or that big part of it '.vith its home on the range.

^t* 3(t jfc jfc jfc

AU^TOUITCElEMT : The program to vrhich you have just listened came to you as a
presentation of Station and the United States Department of Agriculture.
7e T7ill have another visit '.vith Uncle Sam's Naturalists two weeks from today.
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that most
Naturalists
with beavers

And now our TZildsman is goin^ to tell us a few things about
interesting and unique animal, the beaver* It seems that Uncle San'

of the United States Departp.ent of Agriculture are experimenting
but our Tildsnan '^ill tell you aboiit those experiments •

« * >k >lc>»: * «

Maybe you heard that Mr. Vernon Bailey recently planted a few beavers
near the Pisgali National Forest, in North Carolina*

Mr. Bailey is a field naturalist of the U. S.

Biological Survey and an authority on the habits of beavers, and many ot/ier

wild animals. Only he might object to niy calling them "wild animals" because
he insists that mpny of them, and especially beavers, are very friendly when
you come to Icno-' them personally, as it were.

Incidento.lly he soys a lot has been written about beavers, but un-
fortunately iirach of it by men with little first hand acquaintance with these
famous dam builders themselves. In that waj% much misinformation has been
spread around about them^ but more about that later.

First, let me t^ll you about this little experimental colonj'- of beavers,
Mr. Bailey just helped plant in the North Carolina mountains.

Beavers usod to live in those forests. In fact, they originally in-
habited the greater part of North America, and at one time thoy produced fur
of greater value than that of any other fur-bearing rjiimal of the continent.
Indians used them for food and warm clothing. You remember from your history,
beaver skin was used as a unit of barter with the Indians. The fur soon at-
tracted white traders and trappers, and the tra^fiic in beaver skins beca-me an
important couxiorcial factor in promoting the er.rly settlement of the country.
But that was "once on a. time" as they say in the story books. Generations of
intensive trr.pping completely extcrmina,ted beavers over much of their former
range, many, mar-y years a^o.

For a number of years now, however, bea.vers have been given protection
in raajiy sections of the countrj'. After long absence, they have been restored
to some parts of their old rajige.

For exainple, it ha,d been more thaxx a hundred years since the last bea,ver

ha.d been trapped in Pennsylvania, when about ten yea.rs ago a dozen bea.vers were
broxLght down from Crna.da to restock part of the old range in that Sta.tc. Under
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the protection of t-^ood. la".7S -'ell-'enforced these beaver? nniltiplied, "'ontil today

there are 10,000 beavers in PennsyXVania, and most of the '/ild land is '.veil

stocked. So lauch so that trapping is to be resmed and 2,500 beavers 'Till be
permitted to be taken during a short season next month and many '7ill be caught
alive in traps and sold for breeding purposes. Mr. Bailey himself designed the

original type of trap used in capturing beavers alive and uninjured.

Beavers ha.V3 also long since been gone from our Southeastern States,
'vhere there '^ere plenty in colonial days. Yet there is a lot of land not \7orth

cultivating and not earning anything, ^/hich I.ir. Bailey thinks might be raa.de

profitable ^ith a light stock of about 100 beavers to a 1,000 acres. It is

better to have them scattered out. You ccn't crov^d beavers too much. In
building their dojas, they sometimes flood lo'^ ground and kill great areo-s of

valuable trees. Sometimes they cut choice timber trees for food and building
material. As c. rule, hov7evor, in the northern states, beavers cut mostly aspens

and cottonvfood and other trees of little value for timber.

The trees most favored in the northern range are not those uvon vhich
the beavers will have to depend for food in the South. T7h<?,t trees they prefer
in that region is not knorm. That is one of the things the foresters and
no.turalists 'vant to find out by observation of this neu experimental colony.

Ho'7 'Till the beavers thrive in an environment "'here they don't ho,vc to store
rvood for '.7inter as they do in the North? ^ill beavers prove a profitable asset
on land being reforested? These and many other questions r/ill be ans^7ered by
close observation of the noTi planting of beavers.

Mr. Bailey sa;;-s that in all beaver colonies under control and observation
as -.7011 as in r.ieny rjlaces in the '.7ild, he has observed a great naste of food.
The beavers often cut trees in close stands and '7hen cut manj' lodge aga,inst

others instead of falling to the ground rrherc the beavers can cut them up and
use them. Often half of the timber cut is '.Tasted that '.my. The bea,vers try
hard to get the trees dovrn but often "Tithout success.

You kno-:7, in their cutting, and building, and transporting of timber,
they sho'7 reLiarlcable ability, but not the great engineering skill some na,ture
fakers have a.ttributed to them.

iJr. Ba-ilcy says patience, and persistence, and strength, and industry
a,re more important factors in beaver rrork than quick 'vit or versatile mentality.

They seldom go far from -Jater in their search for food and building
material, because they are rather sIc.t travelers on Irnd, r/here they are ea.sily
tired ajid get out of breath quickly. Tliey are built for life in the "/ater

rather than on l-^nd. In fact, their equipment for Torking under -rater is re-
markable. Their ears are equipped '7ith valves that close as they dive and open
instantly as they come to the surface. Their nostrils are also smr.ll and
valvular, and close under "rater. Host strikir^g of all, hc-xever, is a beaver's
mouth. It ha,s hairy lips, -fhich close ba.ck of its protruding chisel-like cutting
teeth, so it cax use its teeth in cuttirig or tearing up roots cr sticks bclo^
the surfa.ce •7ithout getting rrater in its mouth. And the grinding teeth ba.ck

of valvular lips can be used for che-7ing v^hile the lips are closed in front to
keep out the '.Tater.

Most of the digging a, beaver does, and he does a plenty, is under ''atcr.

Beavers usually deepen their ponds by taicing mud and earth from the b-^tto:. to
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use in plastering?: up the darn and house. Then they also make big burrows.

They begin these at the bottom of the TDOnd or stream, dig tip into the baailc,

and end by ^idenin^i; out a sort of cave-like nest above the water level. Tlaose

bank burrows are sometimes 40 to 50 feet long and big enof^-^h for a man to

crawl into. Then, of course, you knorr they dig those canals or r^atenyays they

use in floating timber and for ST/imming through lovrlands for food. But beavers

rarely dig on the surface of the ground and never make a burrov' '.vith an ex-

posed entrance.

I might go on indefinitely tellirii^ you some of the interesting things

about beavers '-'hicli i'r. Vernon Bailey told me.' Of course, you have seen their

dams and houses and knov/ hov they are built, and have noticed hor/ the trees

a.re cut arid stripoed of their bark for food.

But I don't laio;7 any better T7ay to end this talk than to sao' a "'ord

about the beaver's tail. There has boon a lot of specualtion about T7hy a
beaver's tail is V7ide and flat. ilr. Bailey says one of the uses for that

tail is to slap the vratcr loudly as a sort of -.Yaxning signal to friends aiid

foes, but chiefly it is used in the rrater as a ruddor and propeller. Its

full uidth and stocring pov/er is tajccd to the limit as the beaver swims, tug-

likc by the side of a pole or log it is toiring to the house or dam.

ANII0UIICSivI3I\'T ; You have just listened to c. program presented by the United
Sta.tes Department of Agriculture and Station • This time tT70 rreeks

from today ve -Till have another of these visits vrith Uncle Sam's Naturalists.

#7^
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SPEAXIITG Tllffi: 11 Minutes.

AinrOUlTCSlfflin? : Tliis is Station in and we bring you again the

Veteran Inspector, \7lio is going to tell you nore about the work of Federal
officials who enforce the pure food aad drug lav:. The Inspector, a veteran
in this work, is an official spokesman for the Food and Drug Administration
of the Department of Agriculture and has been broadcasting tliese talks for two

and a half years now. He has not yet exiiausted his subjc;ct, however. Today
he is going to tell you wliat is going on at one of the Food and Drug
Adniini strati on' s most infloortant field inspection stations. I^. Inspector

ooOoo-^

Imagine a city with 127 ::dlos of doop waterfront which has the
fastest coal loading piers in the world—« the largest grain elevator on
tide-^'rater in the United States which ranlcs as the second American port
in vol^ume of inK)ort tonnage i:iandled—— the first American port in volume of
westbound intercoastal traffic handled and which is the seventh indus-
trial city of the nation. ...

Imagine a city whose industries vary all the way from copper smelting
to the manufacture of bottle stoppers and straw hats. A city which lias the
largest fertilizer and alcohol output in the country. {Thinlz of a city ^ihose

manufactui'cd goods run all the wa^* from meats, vegetables, and fish, to
pliaxmaceuticals, porcelainware and ca:.').^:^, • • •

Imagine a city diaracterized by Oliver Tendell Holmes as "the gastro-
nomic center of America," which is famous for seafoods, fruits, and vegetables,
and whose opon~air markets ra:ik among tho largest ^md most fascinating in
the country. In this city—— as I found in I'ew Orleans most housewives
do their own marketing. Dowagers in high-pricod automobiles, as well as the
humblest dwellers in the alleys, go to the market daily to select the fixings
for the splendid meals for wliich this city, Baltimore, is famous.

I probably did not have to tell you that the city was Baltimore if you
have traveled very ijuch. And if you are faniliar \7ith this famous old town
you rrould Irao^ tliat it is not only renowned for good eating, but also for
having perhaps as diverse a list of businesses and industries as any metropolis
in the nation. Its maiiufacturiixg industries ei^roloy more than 85,000 workers,

'i^ and the people of Baltimore can choose for their daily menus locally produced
foods, including oysters, terrapin, crabs, fish, game, and almost all vau'ietics

of truclc garden products and fruits.
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If you have been following my series of talks, whici for tlie past few

weeks have liad to do \7ith the '.7ork of the Food and Drug Administration'

s

field inspection stations, you will know what I am about to say next. I

am about to say next that it mast be a hard job for the fo'.'ce stationed at

the Baltimore station to keep in close touch with traffic in such wide
varieties of foods, drugs, insecticides, etc., as go throug.'. the port of

Baltimore every day. The territory of the Baltimore Station is a large one,

including Marj^and, Virginia, T7est Virginia, the District of Colooj-nbia, and
southern Pennsylvania.

If you iTill go down to 218 Water Street and take the eTavator to the

fourth floor, you will find the offices and laboratories of t> e men who
are in charge of the enforcement of the Federal food and drugs act in the

Baltimore station' s territory. You will meet their chief, D« M. T7alsh, who
is one of the real veterans in food and drug control activities. Walsh is

aided by eight chemists, two chemists' helpers, five inspectors, and four
clerks. The station is one of the largest maintained by the Food and Drug
Administration. Walsh was one of the first 13 inspectors appointed when
enforcement of the food and drags act was started in 1907. He is a Vermonter

—

a graduate of the University of Vermont and of the George Washington University
in Washi::]gton, D. C. The chief of the Baltimore station has been aided in
his knowledge of enforcement work by experience at stations located in St.

Paul, Spol::ane, Portland, Pittsburgh, Bu.ffalo, Boston, a:id Baltimore. Two
of his assistants, T. F. Pappe and E. H. Grant, were formerly in charge of
branch laboratories in the food and drug inspection service. Another of
Walsh' s aids, John F. Earnshaw, one of the earliest inspectors appointed
was in char-;e of the inspection of foodstuffs furnished the A.E.F. during the
War.

Regulatory control of shipments of seafood, such as oysters, crabs,
and fish, ranics anipng the most important projects of the Baltimore Station,
Walsh tells rne. And he told me sorje thing else—~ when I was in to see him
recently > v/hich I am sure all of /ou v/ill be interested to hear. "We fre-
quently find oysters adulterated ^ith \7ater," said Walsh. "This is, of course,
illegal under the food law if the oysters are shipped interstate. While the
shippers generally are putting up good packs these days, and complying with
the law, there are still a few who deliberately " swell" , or water, their
oysters. This is partly due to a mistalcen idea on the part of the average
buyer, who gives preference to oysters of a white color. Watering the
bivalves has a tendency to whiten them, although oysters naturally are of a
grayish color. They may even liave a slight greenish tinge. "I understand"
said Walsh, " tlxat in France they prefer a greenish or grayish oyster, but
in the United States val'uable beds have been abandoned because American
consumers will not accept oysters of a green coloration.

"Virtually the same thing holds true for scallops and crabmeat. Un-
soalced s.callop, in its natural state, lias a pinkish tinge, while natural
crabmeat is slightly cream colored. The average buyer, however, wants his
scallops and crabmeat to be white and this preference undoubtedly has some-
tning to do with the practice of washing and soalcing crabmeat and scallops
excessively,"

Supervision of shipments of seafoods is not the most inportant project
of the Baltimore Station, however, Walsh infoimis me that the canning industry
famishes the chief supervisory activities of his men. The largest pro-
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duction of cgoined tomatoes in the United States comes from the territory of

the Baltimore station. Peasj "beans, spinach and com are also canned in hu^e
amounts and it is necessary for TTalsh* s men to maJce regular inspections of

canning plants and to check on interstate shipments of canned foods in order

to see that they are not adulterated of mishranded under the food law. You
will get some idea of the size of this job vflien I tell you that there are

approximately one thousand vegetaole canneries in the territory of Baltimoro
station. Station officials -lave to determine that the raw materials used
arc sound and ^vholosomo-— that v/ator is not substituted for vegetables in
the cans—- that the not weight is correctly declared on the labels of the

cans that the packs moot the standards of quality required by the food
and drugs act.

ExaJtiination of apples is one of ITalsh' s ir-iportant fall problems. His
territory, 'Tith the exception of the Pacific ITorthwest, is the largest apple-
producing area in the United States. The annual production is upwards of

15 million bushels, which come from some 5,000 orchards. I7ow, as every
farmer knov^s, it is necessary to spray apple trees for various diseases and
insect pests. Lead arsenate is the spray most generally used and it is the

problem of federal enforcement officials to see tl:iat poisonous sprays, ne-
cessary to combat insects, are reiiioved before the a;oples are shipped. Due
to the educational work carried out by the Baltimore station and cooperating
State officials, orchards lia.ve installed washers to remove this spray residue
before the apples are paclced. Dui'ing the Iiarvcst season, inspectors are static
ed in the apple-producing sections where, in cooperation with the State forces,
they see that the washin^.:;; is carried out effectively and fa.ithfully. You
may be surprised to leam tiiat about 75 per cent of the apple crop in
Baltimore station territory is sliipped to Europe and South America. The same
restrictions as to spray residue apply for apples for export as for those
designed for domestic consunption.

The activities of TJalsh and his men are not limited to supervisory
control of tho many varieties of foods produced in his territory. Another
very inportant job is the ana-lysis of drug products and the control of ship-
ments of such articles. Baltimore station has a ld.nd of special assignment
to analyze drug sairiplis sent in by other stations of the Adininistration.
The station lia-s a force of e:cpert drug chemists who have been particularly

'

trained for this work. These men analyze tablets, capsules, ainpoules, and
bottled and packed drugs and pliarmaceuticals to determine th^t they are of
the strength and character declared upon the label. Fluidextracts, tinctures,
and other drug products listed in the U. S. Pharrjacopoeia the standard
under which drugs are judged under the food and drugs act-— are examined to

see that they comply with the stc^idards of the Ph^r^iacopoeia. Your protection
from this work cones from physicians being assured that the products which
they administer to you are of full legal strength. You get further protection
in that you are able to judge for yourself, if you are trained in reading
labels, T^hether the product desired is of a nr.ture to achieve the therapeutic
action you wa:it.

Ships from all over the world docl: at Baltimore w.iarves. Tlie principal
foods icKorted throu^i that tide—water port aro spices, stockfeeds, canned
and salted fish, dairy products, jellies and candies, dried vegetables and
vegetable oils. Other in^Dorted goods include drugs and pliarmaceuticals, and
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insecticides and fungicides which^ of course » mast "be inspected to see that
they comply with the national law.

It is, of course, impossihle to describe in 10 minutes all of the

activities of the Baltimore station. I may have occasion to come "back to

Walsh' s work laterj bat I want to invite you now to visit him and his men
at the offices and laboratories at 218 Water Street, You will find them
on the fourth floor.

—oOo—

AinTOUITCBI.IBITOt You have just heard the Veteran Inspector' s latest service
talk, "broadcast by Station^ ^through the courtesy of the United States
Department of Agriculture. He will be at the microphone at this hour again
next Monday and you are invited to hear him.
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How for our "bi-weekly visit with Uncle Sam*s ITaturali sts

of the United States Department of Agricfalture. Today, our WildsLian

tells us about the lookout service for detecting and reporting insect
ouforeaks in our forests and "big national parks T7ell, Mr, iTildman?

7ell, you have all heard about fire fighting in our National For-
ests. You kDiow about the system of lookouts for detecting fires. And
the telephone lines through the woods for giving the alarm. And the crews
of fire figliters that are rushed to the scene of action.

Of course, that is the most important and most spectacular part
of forest protection. Keeping fires down is cMef of the many jobs of
our famous forest rangers. But Dr . F. C. Craighead, in charge of the
forest insect division of the Bureau of Entomology, has been telling me

about that lesser known, but still highly important, system of scouting
by which insect outbreaks arc discovered and reported tlaroughout the vast
stretches of timber in our national forests and our national parks.

Of course, you know insects at times do a tremendous amount of dairv-

age. Dr« Craighead points out that a tree is subject to attack by many
different kinds of insects at different stages of its growth. There are
insects which attack only the seedlings or baby trees. There are those which
attack only young trees. Others attack only nature trees. Some go after
the leaves. Other kinds infest twigs. Others are found attacking the limbs.
TTiiilc still others attack the bark on the trunk.

Different kinds of insects attack different kinds of treos. Some
insects damage only one kind of timber. Trees of a different sort in the
same stond are loft undamaged. There seems to be an infinite variety to

this life in the woods.

Of course, the insect legions also have their troubles. Some of
them arc preyed upon by othor insects, by different kinds of birds; and
we even have insect-eating animals. T7eather conditions talcc tlicir toll.
Also the natural enemies of insects tend to keep them dovm so tlia.t some
years the damage thoy do is not very noticeable. There are relatively few
very destructive insects. Some of those, however, axe very destructive.
Some are strong fliers, others spread more slowly from tree to tree. They

sweep through a forest as a veritable plague. In a single season they
may kill thousands of valuable timber trees and change a beautiful landscape
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into a gaunt liarren waste. If not checked pronptly such an infestation nay-
get beyond control, just as a fire sonotincs gets out of control.

About five yeeirs ago, there was an oufbt-eak of the spruce bud worm
near the eastern entrance of the Yellowstone National park. That outbreak
threatened to destroy all the fir around the camp sites, and canyons, and
dude ranches. Tiie famous scenery of that section v/as saved from its ap-
parent doom by prompt spraying with cheoicals to kill those insects. In
sone cases, however, the forest and park administrators have been forced
to resort to protection of a strip of timber along the road. You canH
take elaborate spraying equipment througli the thick of the forest, and
oven v/ere that possible the cost would be prohibitive. In one place, Dr.
Craighead mentioned, the tourist finds himself flanlced by an apparently
beautiful forest of unmeasured depth, but a thousand feet back tlirough

tiiis scenic screen stretch miles upon railes of skeletons of a forest com-
pletely destroyed by insects.

The worst of tree-killing insects seem to be the various ld.nds of
bark beetles, which "burrow into the bark of the tree, ,-ijid kill the tree

in a single season. To stop the spread of sone kinds of bark beetles it

is necessary to fell the infested trees, strip off the bark and bum it.

In case of thdn-bark trees, the treatment is a little different. The work-
er equipped with a compressed—air sprayer sprays the tree with fuel oil;

then igaitcs it, and scorches the bark and Id. lis the beetles. In the case
of the lodgepole pine beetle in the Crater I'Tational Park the infested tree

is merely felled in a north and south direction. The heat of the sun kills
the beetles. After a time, the v/orkers return and turn over the log, given
the sun a chance to ld.ll off the beetles infesting the other side.

And, by the way, that lodgepole pine beetle threatens soon to de-

stroy ell the lodgepole pine in wl'-ich the Yellowstone ITational Paj:k and
nearby forests are clothed. Tliat devastating infestation started in the

Bladcfeet ITational Forest near the Canadian border in 1909 and has swept
along since then taking all the mature lodgepole pine. It also attacks
yellow pine, and western white pine, but doesnH attack fir, or even any
young pines below 8 inches in diameter. In a stand of timber which is
fifty per cent fir and fifty per cent lodgepole pine, that beetle vdll de-
stroy the lodgepole pine and leave the fir. But then the Douglas fir
beetle may come along and take the fir.

It is estimated that bark beetles in western states destroy six
billion feet of timber, some $20,000,000 for lumber alone each year. This
docs not take into consideration the scenic value of s'uch trees as lodge-
pole pine in national parks worth much more than tliat.

I just mention that to call your attention to what it sometimes
means for an insect outbrealc to get out of control. In the vast stretches
of our national parks and national forests you can see at once, tr^t it

miglit be easy for insect outbreairs to gain considerable headway before being
detected. That is the reason for this insect outlook service I mentioned
awhile ago.

In that service. Dr. Crsdghead tells me, that the Bureau of Entomol-
ogy cooperates with the United States Forest Service and the ITationoJ.

Park Service. The men who first actually spot and report insect outbreaks
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are our old frioiids, the Icccn-oyed forest raiigers and park rangers. Of
course, if they discover any alarming insect oufbreal^ at any time, they re-
port it promptly. Bat the discovery is not left merely to chance. Once
a yecx each ranger i:nalces a complete, systematic survej'' of his district,
keeping on a sharp lookout for d^ang trees. He examines any he discovers
for pigns of insect danage, reports the conditions, and may send in one
or more of the insects he suspects is the culprit. If a num.ber of trees
are infested he travels hack and forth through the forest counting the
dcjnagcd trees to determine the approximate area end extent of the dcjr^e.

Reports are forwarded from district forest or park headquarters to

the nearest branch headquarters of the Bureau of Entomology. In the West,
there is a district entomologist at Portland, Oregon, one at Berkley,
California, and one at Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. If a report looks at all
alarming, the entomologist maj'- rush to the scene to inspect the trouble

himself. The forest and park service officials are advised of the danger,

and those officials determine whether the manaced timber or scenic value

v;arrants the expense of fighting the insec-: in that ps-'.Lcular arca«

Of course, forest and park rajigers are not alvT;.ys insect experts,

Some are naturally more observant than others. But at the annual ranger

schools, the entomologist trains these men in the method of mald.ng sur-

veys, takes them into the forest and shows them the insect at work, and

otherwise prepares them as insect scouts,

l|c>tc* 9)1 :(c 9|e 4(« * y: :)r SB:*

AirjOUITCEtBTT; You have just listened to an accovint of the forest insect

surveys ^j:^ the Bureau of Entomology, the United States Tor est Service,

and the TTational Paxk Service. Two weeks from today, we will have another

visit VI th Uncle Sam*s naturalists.
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AITITOUIICSIjENT t Now for another trip into the v/oods ^7ith Uncle Sam'

s

naturalists of the United States Department of Agriculture. Our
ITildsman vrill lead us into the v/oods to ^et us out of the woods in some
of our thinking aliout the woods -"ITell, Mr. TTildsman?

i(ii(ii4ii|iitc)ti

Dr» 17. B. Bell, of the United States Biological Survey, lias "been

telling me a'Dout the plans for finding out ;aore about how one kind of
wild life affects another, or other, kinds. Hov/ plant life ai'fects animal
life, and how animal life affects plant growth.

Of course, you laiow that rhat we call the woods — ncaaing the trees,
and the grass, and the leaves, and the insects, and the birds, and the
animals, and all the other forms of forest life — make a mighty complicated
suhject. Most of us go to the forest, the field, or other haunts of wild
life looking for one thing, noticing maybe a few others, and forming some
vague general idea of it all* For instance, if we are hunting quail or
rabbits, we are interested in finding out about their haunts and habits,
but we are not apt to be so observant of other wild life. You Iciow, you
see what you look for.

Ho one man can Iciow all of nature in all its relationships. Naturalist!
liave been forced to specialize, \71ien they have found their forest pet, as
it were, being endangered by an overabundance of some other form of animal
or plant life, they have thought of ways to control the de spoilers. But
the matter is not so simple as that.

For inst;\nce. Dr. Bell v^as telling me about the case of ruffed
grouse, or pheasants. Grouse mal-ce mighty good eating. They are one of

our best game birds, but, as you may know, they have proved to be quite

a puzzle. Protected from hunters, they sometimes flourish like the

proverbial green bay tree; they increase in numbers. Then suddenly they
are gone almost coirpletely swept away over vast areas. Bacterial
and parasitic diseases Iiave been blamed for killing them off by the

thousand. This raises many questions regarding the effect of weather
conditions on life cycles and on rabbits or other animals that may harbor
the agencies that cause the diseases in ^rouae»

Chipraunlcs and squirrels ".iarvest seed crops from trees.. TT.iat

effect does this habit have? Is it good or bad? Some of the seed they
put in the groTind may sprout, but if they eat all the crop what is the

forest to do for trees? Our foresters often find it necessary to seek out

the seed stores of rodents in order to gat seed to plant.
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Then there is the pocket gopher. Is the daniase it does "by its
burrowina activities offset by the good it does in stirring up and
working; the soil and opening it up so the water can get dovm? That, you
may guess, depends on where the burrowing is done, on the use made of
the land, and on how many pocket gophers aro at work. This last considera-
tion brings up a question tr^t hasn't been answered yet: What are the
main causes of differences in numbers of different kinds of animals or
plants at different times?

Woodpeckers are generally helpful to trees by destroying injurious
insects. However, woodpeckers have been suspected at times of performing
anything but sanitary tree surgery, for if one sticks his bill into a
diseased tree, and then flies off to attack another tree, it may be
responsible for spreading that disease.

On the Kaibab National Forest the mule deer became so numerous for
a time that they overgrazed the range and threatened to destroy both the
range and themselves in doing it, while other animals under the same sort
of protection hardly increased in numbers at all.

Of course, all these relationships which I have merely brought to
your attention have been studied for many years by scientists and scientific
organizations here and there. But not enoiigh and not fast enough to meet
the need for information. It is to help out in these needed studies that
the Biological Survey, under the provisions of the McIIary-McSweeney Act,
has recently mapped out a comprehensive program of research to find the
facts about these coniplex relationships between many plants and animals.

Game management probler-is, for instance, have become prominent. Dr.
Boll explains that it is becoming very evident that gaine management must
play an important part in the future developnent and use of our gaaie and
wild life resources. But in order to manage properly we must know what
we are doing. The first thing is to learn just vhat the conditions are,
and wl-;at we have to deal with, in the various parts of the country. To
that end, the Biological Survey now has several men in the field, making
surveys to find out what wild life is actually here and v;hat the animals
are doing.

Don't get the idea that this is to be just a sort of still picture
of what is on hand at any particular time; there are few still pictures
in nature. The plan of the bureau is to keep constant track of the ever-
shifting forces in nature and the varying changes that they cause. The
prograa in its general features is a permajient prograra of research into
the relationships of plants and animals in forest, field, and stream.

Consider beasts of prey, for instance. Tnat are their good points
and what their bad? What is their real value in keeping down the

numbers of other animals from the standpoint of the health of those
other species? Wh-t is the value of these predatory animals for fur?

On the other hand, how about the harm they do? Are they unduly destructive
to game, or livestock, or other forms of life? Then, too, there is the

problem of disease among wild life, as well as among domestic animals
and human beings. Furtherraore, there is a serious possibility of diseases

-2-
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spreading from vdld animals to different forms of domestic stock and,
of course, from domestic to vrild. Even human beings are often endangered
by diseased aaimals. Those relationships mst be looked into more.

Of course, predatory animals are just one group: Rodents are
another. There is a long list of things we need to know about rodents,
from their breeding and feeding habits to their relation to grazing,
erosion, and soil working. A wide variety of problems concerned vith
gajne and fur animals also is pressing for a better solution. How to keep
up the game and fur supply and still be able to hunt and trap, and what
places to be restocked, are big problems. And remember wild life does
not grow in species-tight compartments. And of course, no one agency
could run down all the ramifications.

For the first time, though, we now have a conprehensive program
by which the work of the Biological Survey and other branches of the
Department, as well as other institutions

j,
throughout the country will

be coordinated. Experienced field naturalists and trained biologists
are at work to find the answer to these many baffling questions in
forest-biology. The solution of these problems, as well as of new ones
that are constantly arising, should benefit not only man in his in-
dustrial operations, but should aid him in conserving valuable forms of
wild life and in controlling species having injurious tendencies.

A^'ITOUITCSIJENT : The program you have just heard has come to you from the

United States Department of Agriculture and Station . Two weeks
from today we will have another visit with Uncle Sam's naturalists.

-3-
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ANNOUNCMMT ; Now for another visit with some of Uncle Sam's Naturalists of
the United States Department of Agriculture, We get out in the wilds with
these naturalists every other week at this same time

We've been talkiiig about the woods and the wide open spaces; about
the birds, and the animals, and the insects; p.bout the trees and the grasses,
and the woods. But Mr. William A. Dayton, of the range forn^e investigations
of the United States Forest Service, reminds us we haven't said anything about
the shrubs.

Shrubby, woody vine, and small tree vegetation is not of course, as ^
much value for forage for livestock as the grasses, but Mr, Dayton says, it is

of enormous importance, esTDecially to our livestock industry under western range
conditions. He says it is impossible to say how many separate species of these

shrubby plants there are in the United States, or even in the West,

However, for the country as a whole, Mr, Dayton declares the number runs

easily into the thousands. In the past 22 years, about 1,000 species of shrubs,

undershrubs, and woody vines have been collected on national forest ran^tes and

studied by forest officers, and more are being discovered every year.

In fact, Mr, Dayton points out, there are large areas of our national

forests and other lands of the West that are still practically unexplored
botanically.

And, when you come to think of it, western shrubs, are enormously varied
in their distribution. You find them everywhere from the seashore, or even
below sea level in such places as Death Volley, up to timber line, and even
at the very limit of vegetation on our high mountains. You find them in the

driest spots that vegetation can last, and in the wettest of water-lo^^ed bogs.
Very few forms of plant life can stand as much alkali or salt as certain shrubs,

yet you also commonly meet various bushes in the richest hunius.

There are millions of acres of the chaparral types of plants in

California alone. In parts of the Great Basin and the Pjocky Mountain region

generally you often come across vast stretches marked with sagebrush as fir

as the eye can reach. And the tremendous wastes of our southwestern desert

support any n-ombcr of highly specialized typos of shrubby plants.

Often they grow in pure or nearly pure stands. More commonly, however.
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you see thorn mixod in with other kinds of plants. For example, as an under-
story in the forest or as more or less scattered individ-uals in grass .md

weeds in parks, on foothills, and on mountain slopes. In the mountains of

the West, shnibs are often met with at the lower elevations, as on the foot-
hills, and lower plateaus, above or near timber line«

But wliat are they all good for? Well, that is a pretty big order,
when we don't even know how many kinds there ara. However, among the many
use a, they nerve to protect the watershed and conserve wild life. Some of

them are poisonous. Others have medicinal properties. Others supply cordwood,
edible fruits or nuts. To the range-wise forester or stockman, certain kinds
serve as indicators or "ear marks" of overgrazed range, and planting sites,

and of land fit for farming.

And, of course, from Mr, Dayton's viewpoint, one of their chief values
is as browse for livestock, especially in times of drought and other feed
shortage, Rouglily speaking, he says, only about one in eighteen of the kinds
of shrubs has very much forage value, but the number that are grazed to some

extent at least under certain circumstances, is very great.

There is no rule by which you can tell a good browse plant from a poor
one. As Mr, Dayton sa.ys, it is like the pudding in the adage, the proof is in

the eatir^ of it. In general, stock prefer the Juicier kinds with the bigger
and thinner leaves. And stock are much more likely to crop plants with bland
juices like those of most of the rose and mallov; families than they are to eat

those of a bitter, acrid taste.

Yet some kinds of bitter-tasting foliage, such as that of bitter brush
and cliffrose, the animals seem to like. You know the old saying, there is no
disputing about ta,ste. That is true enough about human taste, and seems to be

even more so about stock. In fact, Mr, Dayton says the more he knows about
what plants livestock seem to relish, the more he is convinced that animals

make chemical distinctions in bitterness that the human po.late simply can not

appreciate. They pass up some types of bitterness and relish others apparently
just as bitter.

Many shrubby plants, especially those of the goosefoot fajnily,gro':ving

in alkaline or saline land, have a salty taste most stock seem to like. But
animals seldom graze plants that iiave an a.cid flavor, and Mr. Dayton doubts
wheter any western shrub with a milky juice is palatable to livestock.

Wlaether stock graze one sort of slirub or another depends a lot on the

season of the year and what else is available. For instance, big sagebrush,
on the higher s'ummer ranges is seldom of much va.lue as a forage plant. But
on the lower ranges, where it is more plentiful and where its slender twigs,

and big leaves and the flowering and fruiting heads are availa,ble to livestock
through the late fall, and winter, and early spring, big sagebrush is often the

mainstay ra.tion. Sheep and goats especially take to it at such times. Cattle
also browse it considerably, but less so tlian sheep. In fact, sheep sometimes
get a "s.nge hunger" aiad often leave other feed alone for several days -until

they get enough sage.

Big sagebrush is not thought so much of in Washirogton State and much
of Oregon, but it is highly esteemed in Nevada., a.nd Utah, and Colorado, and
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New Mexico, Tliat, Mr, Dayton tells mo, is largely because in the north big
sagebrush occurs mostly on s"unnior or early fall range. Its palatability and
usefulness is much greater in the late fall, winter, and very early spring.

The most remarkable thing about big sagebrush, horyever, is its enormous
root s:"stem, tliat reaches vay 6.01m under ground for water and minerals. A
vigorous growth of big sagebrush has long been used as an indicator of potential
agricultural land, and has been very valuable in reclanation projects.

Mountain-mahogany, bitterbrush, cliffrose, and other of t]|fe rose fcunily

fom probably- the most important group of range browse plants. Yet in that
same general rose f .Ti-ii'ly there are some that arc practically worthless from the
grazing strndpoint.

In all this grazing business, the stockman and range official has to talce

into consideration not only one particular kind of plant grazed, but the effect
the grazing of that plant on the grazing of other kinds pr^.tn 1

Mountain mahogony, for instance, stands close grazing well, and some

people cla.ira tIiat_on the better sites it should be grazed closely enough to

make the plants take on a bushy and more spreading form. But if that is done
with any livestock except goats, lAr. Dayton says, it will cause overgrazing of

herbaceous vegetation and result in erosion and serious lowering of the live-
stock carrying capacity of the range.

Each of the thousands of shrub species growing here, there, and yonder
lias an interesting s tory, according to Mr, Dayton. The pines, and the oaks,

and the apples, and the honeysuckles, and the willows, and the heaths, bhe

peas, and the beajis, and several others all have representatives of their

botanical frmilies among the shrubs of the forest, or mountains or plains. It

is surprising too, that altho"ugh legumes are so important as forage for live-
stock, the hierabers of that family among the shrubs on the rpjige furnish little
or no browse. But they do produce several kinds of poisonous plants.

ANNOUNCEIvffiNT ;

You have just listened to our feature called "With Uncle Sam's Natura-

lists" which was prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.

Two weeks from today we will again go out into the open and listen to

Nature ' s teachings.
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AIJMOUNCELIENT; Good day and good luck! This is the day we ttme in on
Nature or what 7ncle Sam's Naturalists of the United States Pepartment
of Agricijltiire have to gay about it.

Lfit's sing today with the wisest of men "Lol the winter is
past; the flowers appear on the earth; the time of the singing of "birds

is come,"

If the music hasn't swelled to a grand chorus around your neigh-
borhood yet, it wonH he long now, AnyT\ay W.L. McAtee, of the United
States Biological Survey, has been giving me some good hints on how to

iraprove my chances of getting aa ear full of bird music and an eye full
of feathered beauty. To say nothing, of the help of a number of active
workers to keep down insect pests,

Mr, McAtee says that when you take proper measures to attract and
protect birds, you can often increase the bird population several fold. And
hy doing that, you can cut down the losses from depredations of injurious
insects,

TThoever said a bird in the hand is worth tv/o in the bush, e\'ldently
overlooked the activity of those tv/o in the buth gobbling up troublesome
insects.

And, from what Mr. McAtee says, it seems to be a good idea to have
a bjLsh for that pe.ir of birds to make their hcii.e in. Although a iaumber of
our native birds build their nests on the grou\^d, most of them prefer to
set up house-keeping iv^ trees or shrubs— in holes or on the limbs or in
the crotches. For th.-jt reason, shr^abbery and trees for nesting sites are
needed to make the place attractive to birds,

Tf the kinds of trees and shrubs planted are chosen from among cer-
tain wild fr'oit-bearing species, they will serve a double purpose of pro-
viding some food as well as lodging for the birds, and will help protect
domestic varieties of fruit.

However, to make shrubs more attrar'tive for birds, Mr. McAtee sug-
gests the shrubs be allowed to form thickets and that you prune them back
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severely v/hen they are young at) as to produce a lot of crotches.

In these days of nodern tree surgery, hole-nesting birds canH find

so many tree hollov/s in wlach to live, hut most of them take very well to

"bird houses.

TThen you see a house wren nesting in a discarded tin can, or an
old hat, or the empty sleeve of a scarecrow, or the cranial cavity of a
weathered cow's skull, you realize that "bird-housing requirements arc few
and simple,

A bird house doesn't have to be anything elaborate. To malce the
nesting safer, and more attr£u;tiVL bo the birds, however, Mr. McAtec sug-
gests the bird house should be durable, rain-proof, cool, and readily ac-
cessible for cleaning,

Althougli we have more need for bird houses "under present day con-
ditions, this idea of providing nest boxes for birds is nothing new. Mr.
McAtee says that early records of Asia Minor tell of the use of doves and
pigeons for carrying messages, and that means they must have had houses
for the birds. The shelves for swallows in Japanese temples and the feed-
ing towers with nesting places maintained by the BPaimans of India must go
baclc hundreds and even tliousands of years.

In this country the early colonists foimd that American Indians of
some of the more agricultural tribes of the eastern sections hung up govirds

for purple martins on trees trimmed to bare stubs for the purpose. That
practice has been kept up by white men in much the same form tliroxigh the
Southeastern States riglit down to the present hour. Since colonial times,
folks in the Southeast have put up houses for purple martins and shelves
for cliff swallows and barn swallows.

You know the Indians have always had the reputation of laiowing a
good bit about wild life, Tliey evidently knew what they were doing v/hen
they trimmed those trees to bare stubs. Some folirs put bird houses in
untrimcd trees instead of on posts or poles a-id then r/onder v/liy the houses
don't prove successful in increasing the number of birds around the place.
Such a location may look more natural to some o"^ -js humans, but it evident-
ly doesn't seem quite ^rafc to tlie birds. ArA ::.:v.oa you don't have to look
further than that p.rev

i ng beast of prey, the house cat, to find why birds
prefer houses not so easily reached by their onc-Jos on the gro-und.

Another cau^r of failure of some bird houses is that the entrance
hole is made too sp?.0.1 -ior the bird for wliich o dox is intended. But if
you war.t practical :;:u/..'uotions on how to bLv\ld bird house, so as to maJ<:e

it cont'or table and ai v. oci,ive to the birds you rdiit about, I'd suggest'you
write the U,S. DeprTjr-cmcnt of AgriCTolture for Jaincrs' Bulletin lie. 1456 on
"Homos for Birds".

And in all tMs business of attracting birds, especially during hot
weather, nothing works much better than drinlcing and bathing places. Mr,
McAtee suggests that the bird's v/ater supply should be a pool not more tloan
a few inches deep, vdth the bottom grad\ially sloping upward toward the edge.
The edge and the bottom should both be rou^ so to give the feathered drinlcer
or bather a good safe footing.
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A good comfortable, safe place to nest, and a good safe place to

drinlc and "bathe, and then sosaething to eat. Plenty of food just before
and during the nesting season tendr to increase the nur.ber of eggs, and
also the number of broods in a season, Well, there are two ways you can

supply food. One fta-y is just to put food out in artificial devices where
the birds can get to it readily, Tliat is most important in Yd.nter, but as
Mr, McAtee remarlcs, winter feeding easily passes into sTonr.-.er feeding, and
sone birds gladly avail themselves throughout the year of that easy way of
getting a living.

Another way of supplying bird food is by cultivating their natural
food plants and letting then reap the harvest in their own way. Less has
been done along that line for the true seed-eating birds than for those
fond of pulpy fruits. The reason for that is that our seed-eating birds
patronize v/eeds, which v/e do not care about cultivating, while the fruit
eaters depend upon many plants v/hich v/e cultivate anyway for their value
as ornaments.

The United States Department of Agriculture will supply you with
information about plants that can be used to attract both seed-eating and
fruit-eating birds.

With plenty of food and water, and a good safe place to stay, wliy

wouldn't the birds be attracted?

Of course, making the birds safe from their enemies is the prime
requisite for increasing the nur.iber of the birds. If you want to establish
a real bird sanctuary on your place, Mr. McAtee says the most effectual
single step is to stirround your bird refuge with a good cat-proof fence,
one that can't be climbed, or dug under.

In case it is impractical for you to build an impenetrable fence to
protect the birds, the next best tiling is to put guards of sheet metal on
all nesting trees and on poles supx^rting bird houses. You should do that
any^vay, if there is any danger of squirrels or snakes. It is seldom you can
fence out squirrels or snalces. Put the tree guards on 5 feet or more above
the ground.

If you v^mt birds for their songs or service in keeping down insects,
you can probably get tha.i by following a few simple rules in providing pro-
tection, their favorite foods, and lodging.

Di « >|t :(( )|c * * )tc :(i

AiriTOUITGEMIlTT ; That bulletin on homes for birds is Farraors Bulletin No. 1456,
and can be had free as long as the supply lasts. Write for it either to
this station or direct to the United States Department of Agricult\arc, at
Was-ungton, D. C.
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AMJOUIICEl-iENT ; won is our tine with Uncle Saa's Naturalists of the United
States Department of Agriculture. Todar '^e have a few suggestions about the

woods frora one of cur foresters.

So sa^'s the poet, and so sn^'s Extension Forester W. R. Mattoon of the

United States Forest Service. Only Ilr. Mattoon says it in prose, and with
particular reference to the trees.

Of course, sone of us spend a good bit of time in the woods all the
year around. 3ut I guess more folks get the urge to get out into the woods at

this time of the year than most any other* liven people who are content to

stick around the house or stay in town at other times, seem td be draivn toward
the woodland in the spring* Many of iis don't get out for a good long stay in

the forest until well along into summer* In the spring* however, we get that

hankering to o.t lerst get out rnd cxolore around a little in iThrtevcr wood 'tc

can reach.

And Mr. Liattoon suggests that those w?iO have little knowledge of wood-
crr.ft might do well to get better acquainted v/ith the ways of the woods. In

fact, he says it is essential that our people i-moT? the importance rjid value of

mrny forest tracts of small size that malce up our farm woodlands.

It is certainly a facinating sxibject once you get into it. Folks who
are used to just drinking in the beautiss of Nature without much attention to

the details, mi^jlit start by getting acqua.inted with the different kinds of
trees. Learn to distinguish the different kinds of trees by some of their
well-marked chsjacteri sties of leaf, and bark, and fru.it, and seed, and buds
and twig arrangement

.

Of co\\rse, e^'erybody probably loiows some of the trees in their locality,
but you will be surprised how many you pass up or don't really know. I know I

was.

Now that sprin.;; is comi;;g up this way and the buds are bursting, don't
forget the flowers of the forest trees. As ¥iT, Mattoon points out to me, the
flowers of our trees form a clock dial for the advancing year. So, as they
bloom in succession, note the blossoms of the willow, the maple, the elm, and

*****

"Come forth into the light of things.

Let nature be your teacher."
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the Cottonwood, iir.til the last flower "blooms in June, and seed are on the \7ing.

Or maybe you don't have those trees in your -^oods? What trees do you have in
your neighborhood? I'll venture to say there are a lot of you who have been
enjoying trips through the woods for years, who don't really know the names of
all the common kinds of trees. Test yourself on this.

And while you are getting acquainted with the different trees, you will
probably notice that certain trees prefer certain localities. As you know,

you find the willow by the stream, the yellow or tulip poplar in the valley,
the red oak on higher ground* One kind of tree needs a lot of moisture while
another will grow in a drier situation.

As you have probably noticed certain trees "hobnob" together because
they have similar needs in the way of soil, and moisture, and light and the

like. You soon learn to group your trees as belonging to certain types. There
are certain trees you find associated together on the ridges. Other groups
you notice on the slopes. Others you find hobnobbing on bottom-land. Others
seem to prefer the swamps.

That is your favorite woods? Is it the coniferous forest type? If so,

what kind of cone-bearing trees do you find in it? Or maybe it is the pure
hardwood type. Or maybe a mixed hardwood and conifer typei Did you ever
stop to figure why that woods is the kind it is?

And did you ever "try to figure how some of the trees in the woods got
where they are? You know forests have been traveling about long before the
famous Birnam wood came to Dunsinane. Some trees travel by windi That is,
the seed are scattered by the wind. And you have probably ndticed a good many
of those ingenious contrivances -'ith which siome of the seed are equipped for
getting about

4

Some trees travel by animal. For instance, squirrels play an important
part in spreading the seed of certain trees. Hickories, walnuts, butternuts,
oaks, honeylocust, persimmons, and beeches are among the trees spread by ani-
raa.ls. Birds also carry such tree seed as red cedar and cherry from place to
place. TThile such trees as cypress, tupelo gum, cottonwood, willo'.vs, marjlcs,
and a number of others are spread by water. Sometimes when you see a certain
kind of tree growing along a stream or a fence-row it is pretty easy to figure
how it got there.

'Then you go into the cool shade of the woods, note the forest floor
too. Note the undergrowth of young trees and shrubs rjid ferns rnd moss, and
the litter of fallen lep.ves. Toke your jacldcnife or a stick and dig right
down under that cover into the mold of many years of fallen leaves. There you
will find the cxisttot to Villon's question "^cre are the sno'.vs of yesteryear?"

Vfhen r.ain falls or snow melts under the shadow of the forest it sinks
into the spongy errth. The forest has sonkcd up the rain and melted snow like
a sponge. Find a spring, pjid you will see where the stored water is seeping
out to feed the streams. The rainfall and snowfall that has been held back
in the hidden reservoir of the forest has been trpjisformed into a steady sup-
ply of water for the pasture, and the farm, and the mill, and the city.
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Go oij.t into the open and di^^ into the soil of an -unwooded slope and
notice t ie difference betr^een that and vrhat you found in the woods soil.

Chances are you ^-'in rind the soil on that unwooded slope dry and hard. Of

course, you know what has happened. Then the rain fell or the snow melted
on that otjen hillside, there was nothing to hold it back. It just rushes

down hill.

Maybe if you look around on the open hillside, you may find places
where the soil, vvith no roots to bind it, has been washed away by the rain.

If there are aa^' steep slopes in the neigliborhood, you may find deep (•::u.llies

dug into the •";round. Trace where that soil {toes thp.t is washed down tlie

slope.

iThen you have noted those facts about the trees, the soil, cjid. the

stream you begin to see the relation which the forests of our coxintry bear
to the well-being of our land. In a little strip of woodland cud neigiaborinii'

cleared land, you r.icy have an cxnxnple in miiiature of soil protection and good
strepins, or erosion rjid flood drjnago, and get a clearer understrjiding of the

larger raepjain;'^ of this Nation's forests to fcarm Ipjid ^^Jid industry and coiiTmercc.

Or if yo\i rxe of r. investigative turn of mind, and want to find out
about the past life in the woods, you nr^y be able to detect in some sturro or
the end of the saw- log much of the story of the past of that woods. In the
varying thicknesses of the annual rings is written th.e fat and thin years of
the tree. In those rings, you nay also find evidences of fires and insect
attacks whicL^ liave occurred in the life of thp.t tree. By counting the growth-

rings, fro..i th.e bpTk bacl: to the scar left by the fire in some cases you may
be able to tell about what year that fire happened.

In fact, whether you are a novice or a woodsman of long erqjerience,
there is a lot ty.eX the trees can tell you. As for myself,

"I will up and get me away where the hawk is wheeling
Lone and high.

And the slow clouds go by.
I will get me away to the waters that glass
The clouds as they pass.
I will get me away to the woods."

AlUJOUITCII iSLTT ; You have just heard a few suggestions on getting better ac-
quainted with tl c woods. This program has come to you from the United States
Department of Agriculture. Two weeks frcn today we v/ill again go with Uncle
Sam's Naturalists into fresh fields and pastures new.
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AimOUNCIMENT: A^ain we tvrn to Uncle Sam»s Naturalists of the United
States Department of Agriculture. Again -.we catch on the wing a few facts
about outdoor life. This time it is a wild night life which you may no-
tice most any spring night —

If you want to do a little original research in the ways of the

wild, here is a suhject for you: Bats*

Mr. Vernon Bailey, of the United States Biological Survey, tells
me that we know prohahly leas ahout bats than about almost any other order
of animals. He suggests that close and patient study of bat colonies, of

groups of bats, or ^en of single bats fo\md roosting in accessible places
might repay you with some new and useful information,

TOiat we do know has been largely picked up by studying individ-ual
bats seen flitting about at twilight and arotmd camp fires at night or oc-
casionally fluttering into lighted rooms through the open windows. Some-
thing of the habits of bats has also been learned by examining specimens
shot down during the early evenings, or found hanging head downward from the
roofs of caves or dark attics, or tucked away in hollow walls or under boards
or the bark of trees.

Many people seem to have a horror of bats. When a bat comes in,
they get out and get out quickly. To them a bat is a darting terror. Of
course, no one in this audience has that eerie feeling at sight of a bat,
None of you even picture bats as attendant on vdtches and ghosts and hob-
goblins. It is little wonder that those notions got started. Here is a fly-
ing mammal glimpsed ordinarily only at night. By day, it is gone, often dis-
appearing completely, as if the earth had swallowed it up. And, literally
that is what has happened in many cases, for many of our bats are cave
dwellers. Others hide away in clefts of the rocks, in dark places in build-
ings or trees, or under cover of dense foliage.

Then another characteristic of bats to which they probably owe a good
bit of their awesomeness is that sudden turning and darting while in flight.
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Yet that erratic movoraent is one of the important hahits of Isats, for it xs

done in catching insects on the vving.

Insects, Mr. Bailey tells me, fom the entire food supply of otir

northern bats. None of the fruit-eating bats or the olood- sacking vam-

pires of the Tropics reach the borders of the United S^Jates. In fact, Mr.

Bailey has concluded from his studies that the bats we have in this coun-

try are almost as essential to successful agriculture as are the birds, so

beneficial are they in destroying crop Insects.

With birds working in the daytice ajid bats trklng care of •^""*

sects on the night shift, we certainly hxre valuable h2lp in our ^
gainst the insects. Many of the night-fjjlng insects, especially moths anci

beetles, are not easily found by the dayll^t birds, and the importance oi

bats in keeping a check on the increase o:' many destructive groups of in-

sects, Mr. Bailey says, is beyond calculation.

TIThen you reali ze that those tiny eye*; of the bat are probably HtUe
or no help in its swift insect hunts, you btgin to realize how wonderluliy

sensitive the big ears and the wide escpans-* of sensitive wing membranes

must be to enable a bat to catch insects on the wing.

Yet so successful are these hunts that a bat brought down even a few

minutes after it has come out of hiding is usially well filled with insects,

ind a bat seems to keep up its hunt throughout^ much of the night.

I say "a bat" and most of us probably miink of bats in ones and

twos and threes. But Mr. Bailey tells me that in many localities there

are many more bats than there are insectivorous \>irds. When you run across

a lone bat lianging upside down in the attic, it Is hard to picture the caves

with walls and ceilings literally covered with hitdreds of thousands and

even millions of bats.

l£r. Bailey studied a colony living in the ^reat Carlsbad Cave in

Hew Mexico, where millions of bats have roosted utuV'r a great arched roof

of rock for ages. Early in autumn they gather in V4st r.;:'nbers^ for winter

sleep. Then in eeirly spring they walce up and start ^mt on their nightly

hunts for insects. Mr. Boilcy saw about 12,000 leaving the cavc one evening,

and he figures that those vjere just the summer boarder's and not the main

colony. The summer before, some folks reported that the bats came out each

evening in a black cloud visible two miles away and kt^^t poui'ing out of the

50-foot throut of the cave for two hours. There must \ave been literally

millions of them.

¥ell, millions of bats, each bat snapping up ins'^^.ts all throiigh the

ni^t, nust account for a tremendous number of insects. Bats that Mr, Bailey

kept in his cabin seemed to live comfortably on the numerous big gray "candle

moths" there, Fortunately, bats are neither edible nor (Ornamental, nor is

any money value likely to be a^^tached to them in a way thft vdll help to

erberminate any of the different species. So this night -.'orce of insect

eaters will go right on helping us, even though some peop-iC do continue to

have fits of terror every time one of these helpful little night workers

flits across their si^t.

That may be only a mother bat with her young clingi:vg to her while

she turns and darts through the air in her search for food. Yes, sir, lir.
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Bailey tells me he has "brought down specimens on the wing with the young
clinging to them. Imagine the haby aviator riding on goch a stunt flight
as that of a mother hat in hot pursuit of her dodging proy I If there are
any thrills in flying for a hat, the young must get them early I There are
records, Mr, Bailey says, of old hats talcen with two ftad even foior yoimg
clinging to the mother, but one seems to be the regular number, with most
epeci es.

Bats hanging upside down, as they do in the daytime may seem odd and
foolish to yo'a. But Mr. Bailey points out that if you hold a bat in that po~
sition, you can notice that the folded wing forms a poclcet or cradle where
the little nursing baby bats can rest without even holding on.

Part of the time we have been talking about bats as if they were all
the same kind; bat, of course, there are different kinds of bats Just as there
are different kinds of birds, though there are not as many varieties of bats.

In bats from regions with mild climates, the inside of the wing which
forms the resting cradle for the young is either entirely naked or has only
the bottom of the pocket fur lined. In some of the more northern bats, hov;~
ever, that folded-wing cradle is well lined with soft fur.

The young bats, however, can fly for themselves before they are full
grown and they don*t need their fur-lined cradles and winged baby carriages
long.

Many bats migrate from one region to another, as do birds, but we
know very little about the comings and goings of our different species of
bats.

Some live in caves, others, such as the pi^ny or little canyon bats
of the Southwest, are rarely fo\md far from the rocky walls of canyons or
cliffs. Others, such as the big hoary bats, are usually found within reach
of timber ejid spend the day hanging in the dense folia-?;e of the trees. Tho
brown bats are forest bats too; they are also found aro.nd buildings, but
not around cliffs or caves. On the other hand, some of the so-called "house"
bats are also known to be cave bats.

All of them, in this country, eat only insects, and when twilight
comes they sot out on the nightly air hunt. Tho first iMng most of them do
is to head fcr water. They apparently Wciko thirsty, and make a beo-linc for
water, where thay skim over the surface and in a few dips scoop up enough to
satisfy them. Then they are ready to police our airways against destructive
insects.

Because bats operate under cloak of darkness, many of their habits are
still unknown. But from what we do know of them, it seems that they are more
fit to be classed with the good fairies than with the witches.

MiroUNCHffiNT: The program to which you have just listened is a presentation
of Station and tho United States Pepai^tment of Agriculture. We will
have another visit with Uncle Sam»s Natiu-alists two weeks from today.
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AmOUNCM^Ti Now let^d hesir what Uncle Sarf' s Naturalists of the United States
Department of Agricult1ii*e hsLVe to say about our wild life. Today we will catch
some facts on the wing -"—

• this time about birds

Since man took to the air, birds have lost some of their big reputation
as flyers.

Mr. Frederick C. Lincoln, of the United States Biological Survey, tells
me that airplane and automobile speedometers have had a lot to do with paring
down the speed ratings of birds. Accurate measurements of bird flights have
cut down many of the old estimates considerably.

Not so many years ago, Mr. Lincoln says, some birds were credited with
making tremendous speed. That was not a mere popular fancy, either. The notion
Was shared by many scientists and experienced sportsmen who had made a practice
of estimating how fast the birds move.

It was rather generally held that laany birds normally flew 100, 150, 180,
and even 240 miles an hour. Of course, some birds do get up and move through
the air, especially when they are scared. But accurate timing of birds in full
flight, Mr. Lincoln declares, shows that often old claims were several jumps
ahead of the true speeds.

!7ith the advent of the automobile, it became easy to check up on such
birds as sparrows, and horned larks, smd warblers,, and thrushes, and wrens, and
other weak-winged birds which often fly low along the road parallel to motor
traffic.

Readings of speedometers soon showed that some of those birds that had
been supposed to travel from 40 to 60 miles an hour, normally make only about
18 to 25 miles an hour..

Stronger flying, stream-line-model birds such as the moiirning-dove were
fotmd to move at the rate of 30 to 35 miles an hour.

i7ith the help of the airplane, many checks have been made on higher fly-
ing birds, such as ducks and geese. Instead of moving ordinarily at rates of
liO to 150 miles an hour, as some folks had figured, ducks and geese were found
to fly conmonly at 40 to 60 miles an hour.
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There are mighty few birds that fly a mile a minute, Mr. Lincoln says,
although when scared and flying with the throttle wide-open as it were, many
step up their speed considerably above the normal rate.

For instance, Mr, Lincoln has the record of a European vulture pursued
in an airplane that flew 110 miles an hour for a considerable distance. How-
ever, the swifts are probably the swiftest of birds. In Mesopotamia a swift
was observed literally to fly rings around an airplane moving at a speed of 80
miles an hour.

Mr. Lincoln says from his observation of the cloud swift of the T7est

Indies and Central America, a swift as big as our sparrow-hawk, he can readily
believe that its normal flight must be close to 100 miles an hour.

However, among the larger birds of this country, Mr. Lincoln saves his
highest admiration for the duck hawk. Nothing in feathers, in this country can
beat a duck-hawk. A duck hawk has such flight superiority that it can fly down
the fastest, most frightened duck with little or no trouble.

And when a duck hawk is in sight, majoy other birds refuse to take the
air. !7hen the duck hawk swoops, the avocet, for instance, crouches on the
ground rather than try to escape by flight.

The duck hawk, Mr. Lincoln tells me, is the American representative of
the king of falcons, the famous Peregrine falcon, which in the Middle Ages was
the falcon of kings. In fact, he says that it takes an expert to tell the
Americeji duck hawk from its more celebrated European cousin. In days of old,
when falconry was in vogue, these hawks were used not only for bringing down
game, but also in war for intercepting messages sent by carrier pigeon.

Of course, when we mention big birds, v:e naturally think of the eagle.
But an eagle is not particularly fast as a flyer, accept when it zooms down to
catch its prey. The eagle is a soaring bird. 'Thile duck-hawks may be compp,red
to the pursuit planes of run aerial fleet, the eagles and buzz/;.rdr represent the
gliders. In fact, they frequently operate on the same principle as the glider;
that is, by taking advantage of the rising currents of air and riding on them.

Getting back to the subject of speed in flying however, Mr. Lincoln
points out that not only have our ideas of the speed of individ-ual birds been
revised by accurate timing, but the older notions of mass migrations of birds
have also undergone change.

Many early naturalists held that bird migration took place at a much
faster rate th-an we now know to be the case. For instance, until comparatively
recently, it was frequently believed that some birds flew from Africa to
northern Europe and from Canada to South America in one swift overnight flight.

From bird banding, and other evidence, we now know, however, that most
bird migration is/^ather leisurely affair. Tlie birds as a rule move from place
to place in short hops rather than in one long non-stop flight. T7arblcrs and
thrushes, for instance, travel about 20 miles an hour. But oven at that in
flights of eight or nine hours at a time, it doesn't talce many days for them
to pass from their winter range to their summer home. As they find things to
their liking they may linger on the way.
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Other birds have other migration 'habits and move at other rates, biit as

a general thing, the different kinds of birds move along their course in waves,
with a nxaraber of stop-overs during the trip. The famous golden plovers, how-
ever, are still supposed to msuze non-stop flights of 2,000 miles from Labrador
to the 'lest Indies and from Alaska to Hawaii, and back again.

As far as there is any record, no golden plover has ever been seen to

light upon the water along the course of its migration. However, Mr. Lincoln
says that it is well worth noting that the golden plover and all the other
apparently non-stop long-distance fliers are water birds that could rest on
the surface of the water and take off again. Until the golden plover is caught
in that act, however, it will probablj'- continue to hold undisputed championship
among birds for non-stop distance flights.

And novj just another word on the modification of old notions. It was
believed that most bird migrations took place 15,000 feet or more above the
earth. The people argued themselves into that by the idea that as the air is
rarer aloft, flying would be easier. Since we have taken to the air ourselves,
however, we have found out that it is really harder to fly in the rarer upper
regions. T^e need air to support our planes.

Of course, the birds have undoubtedly known that ever since the flying
business was in the fledgling sta^!;e. Since there is nothing to gain by going
way up, most bird migrations probably take place at a height not exceeding
3,000 to 5,000 feet. That depends, of covjse, on the birds. The weaker
migrants travel at only a few hundred feet up; just high enough to clear ob-
stacles.

Mr. Lincoln recalls that before the City of Washington became so well
lighted as it is now, hundreds of warblers, thrushes, tstnagiers, and other birds
were often found dead at the foot of the Washington Monument on mornings follow-
ing the migrations.

But if newer knowledge has pared the height, and rate, and speed estimates
of bird flight, that knowledge has brought the birds closer to us, end us to a
closer understanding of them, and it has renewed interest in bird migration and
flight.

ANNOUNCEMENT : You have just listened to the feature known as With Uncle Sam's
Naturalists, presented once every two weoks through the cooperation of Station

fuid the United States Department of Agriculture.

*
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AITNOUNCEtiENT : Again we join the trek into the woods with Uncle Sam's Naturalistf
of the United Statos Department of Agriculture. But from what the specialists

\

soy, we are not alone.
|

The thicker people get in the cities, the more of them there are who
want to get into the woods.

Dana Parkinson, of the United States Forest Service, says the number of
visitors to o^or national forests has jumped 1,000 per cent in the past fifteen
years.

As Mr. Parkinson points out, more and more of our people seem to be
learning the value of outdoor recreation and are feeling the need for it.

There's no question about it. The "sounding silences" of the forest
primeval often give us sweet relief from the noises of the city. At least,
after the first night or two in camp, anyway. A group of trees, a green moun-
tainside, a good suTjply of game, all give us refreshment and diversion.

But according to Mr. Parkinson, and I guess he is right about it, all
us folks who love the outdoors, and get into the mountains or the forests
whenever we can, want the forest resources conserved. Some folks even insist
tliat there should be no cutting of timber, no grazing, and no hunting whatso-
ever in our national forests. Of course, the idea of trying to preserve our
forest life in all its beauty is mighty fine. But just letting nature take
its course, doesn't always get the results you really want. Instead of pre-
serving the forest, you uay be doing just the opposite.

Forester Parkinson just calls our attention to wlaat hap-oens if nan never
fells a tree in the forest. If no trees are cut, he says, often 50 or more
seedlings start to a square foot. That's over 100,000 trees to the acre.

You know what has to happen. Those 100,000 trees ai'e in a Icilling com-
petition for what light and moisture and soil food there is. Many of those
trees must die and be wasted before others can get room enough to grow to
large size. Eventually, old age, fungi, insects or fire will get what are
left.

Mr. Parkinson sees very little advantage in tliat sort of protection.
If on the other hand, man harvests and uses the surplus and mature trees be-





fore they rot, the trees that are left can ^row faster. Harvesting trees

properly, he claims, need not hiar the beauty of the landscape.

Livestock grazing in the forest also has its good side as well as its

bad. Any of you who have seen noun ta-insides laid bare, and water polluted,

and camp grounds damaged by livestdck, on hot and hasty first thought may con-
demn the whole idea of using any part of our forests for livestock. However,
there are millions of acres in the ^est which produce valuable forage that in
many cases can be used without harm to either the recreational or aesthetic
values. In fact, lir. Parkinson reminds us that grazing cattle often draw our
attention to beautiful mountain meadows, and bands of well-managed sheep graz-
ing peacefully on the slopes add life to our mountain scenery.

Some folks, ho'vever, prefer wilds wild and would even shut hunters out
of the forests. And, the ruthless destruction of big gome ho.s brought about
the closing of large areas to hunting. Yet even that sort of protection has
its dangers. Game must eat. Their range can not be overstocked without damage
Regulated use of surplus gar.ie is absolutely essential, lir. Parkinson declares.
Otherwise, he say's, herds of wild gar.ie mny grow so large that they will suffer
from shortages of food, reduction in the rate of increase, and from disease.
So you see even the wild life must bo managed properly to keep our forests in
best shape for their fullest enjoyment.

As this forest spccioJist points out, a scientific interest in making
trees grow better and faster, rnd an understanding of the difference between
wise use and useless waste, really brings an added iDleasure to forest recrea-
tion.

SpenJcing of things not being always so simple as they seem, reminds me
of what another forester says about restoring forest Ir-nd to forests.-

Some of i.iy friends seen to think that reforestation of land that has
been deforested by fire or whp.tnot is a simple matter. They would probably
be interested very much in hearing what this Mr. L. S. Gross, of our eastern
forests region, has to say on that score. Tliey would find that there is more
to forest planting than merely sticking trees in the ground. He says that in
many cases in our eastern and southern national forests » repeated fires have
destroyed seed trees and reproduction and seriously lowered the productive
capacity of the soil. Under such conditions, such weeds as pin cherry, her-
cules club, sassafras, and scrub orJk often cover such areas, and briars, annual
weeds, grasses, ferns, and mosses a.re abundant.

Of course, under such circumstances, Nature left to herself won't re-
forest the land with va.luable tinber trees, because the seed trees are lacking
and the seed bed is unsuitp.blc.

Of course, any reforestation program calls for an adequate supply of
seed. And right there the practical forester often runs into trouble. Many
of our species of trees grow over a wide geographic range. You might think
that seed from that same kind of tree would be all right to use anywhere that
kind of tree grows.

However, Ilr. Gross tells me that it has been proved that seed from the
southern part of the rr'ngo of a certain kind of tree is not suited for use for
planting in a decidedly more severe climate.- For that reason, seed must be
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collected fro;.i thrifty trees in a location clinatically similar to the area on

'vhich the young trees are to be planted.

Planting stock must he lifted fron the nursery just hefore the planting
season. It must be counted, sorted, and bundled and -oacked and ship-oed by
train or truck to the planting site. That planting site itself often presents

a problem. For instance, on the Allegheny "National Forest in Pennsylvania,
the brush, if not too dense, provides some protection for the planted trees,

and does not greatly hinder the work of planting. But the ground cover, es-

pecially the raass of roots in the top layer of the soil, not only malces the

planting difficult, but lessens- the moisture available for the planted trees.

Planting must be carefully done to secure good survival.

Then in tha.t National Forest, there are the deer to be reckoned with.
They cause considerable injury by browsing the young trees. So much so, Mr.
Gross saj's, that areas which show evidence of intensive use by deer should not
be planted.

Diseases, insects, porcupines, and rabbits may also destroy the newly
planted trees. And, of course, severe drought may cause heavy losses in planta-
tions. Tlie 'jeak trees and those that are poorly planted are less likely to
survive such extreme conditions than the thrifty, well-planted trees.

But kr. Gross declares that fire is the most serious enemy of the planted
forests. To protect the plantations of trees, firebreaks, roads and trails must
be built. And during dangerous fire-weather periods, lookouts and supt)lementary
patrols must be provided.

And those are just a few of the many things which must be considered in
re-foresting work. Taken all in all, artificial restoration of the forest,
is a very complicated job.

AFiTQUNCE.{ENT : Two weeks from today we will have another visit with Uncle
Sam's Naturalists of the United States Department of Agriculture.
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ANNOUI^CEtlENT; Now let's go out in the fields and woods with Uncle Sam's
Naturalists of the United States Department of Agriculture, The call

of the wild is pretty strong these days Listenl Can't you hear
those "birds?

Anybody who tramps the fields, or roams the woods, or wades the
sloughs, or paddles or rows along any stream or lake knows some of our
living birds by sight and sound at least.

In fact, even folks who never get out recognize a good many of them,
TTith all the beautifully colored picture books on birds, it is a simple
matter to learn the names of many of our birds and to identify them.

However, Dr. W. B, Bell, in charge of the Division of Biological
Investigations of the United States Biological Survey, says many folks
could get a lot more pleasure out of their trips to the wilds if they would
get really acquainted with the birds. They would also then see the vital
importance of protecting the birds and in some measure supplying their needs.

To-day I am going to ^ve you Dr. Bell's plan. It may help you eiv-

joy finding out what an important part birds play in the life of the wild;
and in our own lives, for that natter.

Of course, the best times to locate the birds are in the morning and
late afternoon and evening. You probably know the best localities in your
vicinity for finding then. But don't confine yourself entirely to such
places. Dress in colors that are plain and that tend to blend with your
surroundings. If you have an opera or fieldi-glass, it may come in handy in
making out details in your spying on the birds. And always take along a
small pocket note book and a pencil to jot down the facts as you find them.

Move slowly and quietyly. In f ax;t, it is a good idea to stop often
and stay perfectly still. Keep the sun at your back as raach as possible,
so you Can gee cAiors clearly. Note whether the colors of the bird blend
with the surroundings. Be alert to every movement and sound.
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You wonH want to confine yourself to birds at rest* Leam to

"bring down the facts on the wing, as it wore. However, Dr. Bell suggests
tho.t when you get a chance you sliould note the size, and form, and general
color, and any special markings, such as spots or stripes or "bars or bor-
ders or bands on the bird^s head, and back, and breast, and wings, and
tail. Notice the length and shape of the bill, the neck, the wings, the

body, tail, legs, and toes. Some bird investigators carry crayons or col-
ored pencils and sketch the birds as nearly as possible in the natural
colors to fix these features in the memory.

Note whether the biird walks, runs, hops, or swims. When you saw
it, was it on a tree trunk, among the limbs or leaves, cm the ground or in
the air or water?

Watch its take off. Npte how it starts its flight, and v/hether

that flight is li^t or heavy. Notice whether the wings are flapped con-ii

stantly or at intervals with a glide in between. If the wings are flapped
at intervals, how does the bird hold them in the meantime.

There are a lot of these points also that are very useful in learn-
ing to recognize birds in the air at sight.

Does the bird soar? Is its flight in a straiglit line, an undulating
line, a zig»-zag, or a circle? How does it carry its legs and neck during
the flight? Does it usually fly singly or in flocks? With some bitds you
will find this varies with the season; so you need to date the notes you
take.

Then another important point i s how far the bird flies. That is,
does it usually fly long or short distances?

Watch the way it alights. Some birds land lightly and well-bal-
anced. Others make more ai^fcward landings. ' 3ome seem to
have a hard time adjusting wings aiid feathers after alighting. Also note
where the bird alights - in trees, on the ground, or in the water. If it
alights in water, does it comedown with a splash, a dip, or does it set-
tle gently on the water?

Then there is the matter of the way it takes food. Does it catch
insects or other prey in the air, from the surface of the ground, or be-
neath Water?

This matter of food liabits is one of the most important things to
know about birds. The usefulness of the different kinds of birds is large-
ly a question of what they eat and where they get their food. Controversies
as to whether any particular kind of bird should be protected or extermin-
ated most often rage about whether their beneficial food habits - outweigh
their destructive habits.

For instance, do they eat weed seeds, or grain or insects or such
rodents as mice and pocket gophers? Do they eat standing grain, grain in the
shock, or merely scattered waste grain. On that point. Dr. Bell suggests
uhat you be sure to find out whether they are really eating grain or picking
off insects. Those field glasses may help in deciding that point.





It is also important to Icnow just what insects a "bird eats. Are the

insects they eat the ones that d.ainsi^Q crops, or gardens or trees? There
are all sorts of ramifications to an investigation of "birds. You can make
your investigations just as simple or just as complete as you care to. Anjt-

way you do it you can get a lot of real onjoynejit from finding out first
hand about the birds around you.

Of course, one of the first things to note about the bird is where
it lives. Tliat is, whether it lives on the uplands, or on the water, or
along the border of streams, or slouglis, or lalcos. Does it frequent grain
fields, or woods, or meadows.

Daring the nesting season, you will, of course, want to look in on
the home life of the birds. Make a note of the day you observe the birds
building a nest, and the materials used. Does this particular bird build
its nest in a tree or in a shrub? Does tliis other bird build on the ground
or in the grass. However, Dr. Bell warns that in studying the nesting
habits, be careful not to frigliten the parent birds or injure the nest eggs.
Never handle the eggs.

We could go on indefinitely malcing suggestions as to things to ob-
serve about birds. But once you get interested in birds, your own desire
to know will suggest plenty of things to you.

And there is probably no necessity to suggest to radio listeners
that they tune in on the music of birds. Your note books will probably
have plenty of facLnating facts that, literally speaking, the "little birds
have told you.

"

You will not only learn to recognize the different birds by their
notes and calls, but I venture to say you will try to imitate the various
songs, and cries, and call*-notes, and notes of alarm, and scolding, and so
forth, before you have gone very far.

If the same bird has different songs for different times of the day
or seasons of the year, you will soon detect that fact when you begin to
get well acquainted with them. You will note when they sing, and where they
sing. If a bird sings or chatters wMle feeding, that fact will be recorded
among the other facts about that bitd.

In that way, Dr. Bell assures mo, you will soon learn to -understand
and interpret more fully the so\mds and miisic you have been accustomed to
hear in your rambles through the fields and woods Just a moment, now

Listenl Do you hoar that? The birds are calling you,

AN".,01II'ICEI£SNT; You have just heard a few suggestions on getting better ac-
quainted with the birds. Tiiis program has come to you from the United
States Department of Agriculture, Two weeks from today v/e will again be
with Uncle Sam* s Naturalists.
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ANNG-UCaiENT: Now let»s listen to the call of the wild. Again we timi

to Uncle San»s Naturalists of the United States Departnont of A^Ticulturo

for help in stalking a few facts, about sono of our "beasts of prey.

T7ith Mr. Stanley P. Young, of the United States Biological Survey,

as our guide, the first tracks we strike today are those of a mountain lion,

Hayhe you call that biggest, nost powerful of ^toerican cats, a puna,

or a cougar, or a panther, }.tr. Young tells ne that the nountain lion is

known "by all those different nrjiies on different parts of its range. As
""iountain lion" is v/hat it is called on probably a bigger part of its range,

the Biological Survey specialists usually refer to it by that nar.ie.

Regardless of what you call it, Mr, Young says, that big cat is a
highly interesting fom of wild life. Of course, it is a killer, and lives
on its kill. Often nountain lions kill deer and livestodc in such nunbera
that special govemnent hunters and trappers are sent out to get the indivi-
dual lions causing the trouble.

In spite of the necessity for such hunts to protect livestock, Hr,
Young says that we v/ill probn,bly always have noiuitain lions. He says there
are lots of areas where a nomal anount of Imnting and disease and other
visisitudes of the wild can generally be depended on to keep the nunber of
nountain lions down \7ithin reasonable linits, Eiere are thousands of acres,
he figures, ifiMch will probably never be touched by any lion-control canpaigns.

The favorite gane of these big 150 to 200 pound cats is deer. The
poor deer has little chance once a nountain lion pounces on it, Tliose sickle-
like claws and ra.zor-lilce teeth, ba.cked by those powerful nedc aJid shoulder
uisclos, soon rip the life out of the dofonscloss deer,

jinong domestic livestock, young colts seen to be the favorite food
of these tawny predators. In fact, Ur, Young says, many stoclonen have given
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up trying to raise colts where there are mountain lions,

Moimtoin lions raost often live in the rougher, rjore inaccessihle

r-reas of nountnin canyons. .'They find not only their prey in such places

hut olso places to live and breed with least disturbance. One of the most

striking things about these oninals is the distance they vdll go to get

their prey. Mr. Yoimg estinates that they often travel 20 to 25 r.dles a
niglit, and nany have been Icnown to travel further than that without resting

for any appreciable length of tine.

Their remarkable endurance nalces hunting then an activity that talces

stanina and strength. One of the Biological Survey hunters recently started

on the fresli track of a mountain lion at 7 o*clock in the morning, and pushed
on until 5 o*clock that afternoon before he caught up and treed the big cat,

Kentucky fox hounds and a breed that is a cross between the Uallcer

hound and the bloodliound have been found most satisfactory for hunting moun-
tain lions. However, any good dog may tree one of these biggest of cats.
If the mountain lion doesnH tree, the hunter better not be fax behind his
dogs or he stands a chance of losing some of them. TThen a mo\intain lion
chooses to fight, he can use those terrible weapons of his in a telling way.

As we mentioned awaliile ago, the favorite food that the mountain lion
gets in the wild is deer, and its favorite diet among domestic animals is
young colts. But these are not the only kinds of animals on which the big
cats prey. They are among the most destructive of the Id. Her of the wilds.
TJhen venison, or mountain sheep, is not to be had, they readily turn their
attention to horses, cattle, and domestic sheep; not only young colts but full
grown horses and cows are killed ajid dragged away. That is not eaten imme-
diately is often partly covered with litter, to be returned to and eaten later.

But these big, powerful cats we call mo-untain lions are not the only
predatory wildcats. Others also cause so r.uch dar.age, it often becomes
necessary to ld.ll some of them off to give other lands of wild life and do-
mestic livestock a chance,

For instance, there is the mountain lion*s smaller cousin, the bobcat.
It is mch smaller and has somewhat different habits, A bobcat canH keep
up a long fast flight like that of the mountain lion, but for short distances
he can show considerable speed. You can distinguish its bobbing motion for
sor.e distance as it goes bounding away almost like a rabbit.

Mr, Young sajs that a bobcat is really timid, but like other cats, when
forced to fight, it can give a good accomit of itself. However, a bobcat is
li^tly built and hasn't much strength and a good dog of its own size can
'.d.11 it. One big dog or two or tliroc smaller dogs can dispatch one of these
wild cats without much trouble.

But don't get the idea that a bobcat isn't a dangerous killer. On its
wild ranges, the bobcat feeds largely on rabbits and other small rodents
such as wood rats, and kangaroo rats, and pocket gophers, ground squirrels,
cMprjunlrs, and a great variety of mice^ It also talces a number of game birds,
as many as it can catch. Often it Id Us the young, sometimes even the ac3ults-
01 such larger animals as deer, and mountain sheep, and antelope.
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But in nany places, the "bobcats donH confine thonselvcs to IdLHing
wild life. They proy on poultry and pigs and calves and sheep. In fact,

l.(r, Yo-ung says thoy often do their worst danage axiong slieep at laj.-dng tine,

especially on the open range where lanhing grounds are often near broken,

rocky canyons or rirjrock that just suits the bobcats for hide-outs. Sheejv-

raen often choose such rugged country for lanbing grounds because it ai'fords

protection against storms.

The bobcat snealcs into a flode of sheep under cover of darkness and
goes about his ld.lling in a way that causes little connotion. It kills
the lanb with a bite on the baclc of the neck or head, and then pulls it
down to eat it. The worst of it is that the bobcat often doesnH confire it-
self to nerely killing for food. It often ld.lls for the nere lust of IdLlling.

If that lust is not satisfied with one lanb the predator keeps qiuLetly at
work. Mr. Young says a single bobcat has been Imown to Id. 11 38 lanbs that
way in one night.

But the wild cats are not the only animals that prey on sheep at
lanbing tine. Our wild dogs, the wolves and the coyotes, are responsible
for such heavy losses that controlling then also often becones a natter of
stem necessity,

Mr, Young says that people used to think that coyotes, for instance,
only attacked donestic stock when there was a shortage of such natural food
as rabbits, But recQnt evidence of attacks on flocks, seens to indicate that
the coyote^s appetite for sheep is just too strong. They just canU resist
a fat lanb, no natter how nach gane or other neat nay be readily available.

The dar:iage to flocks is especially serious because whelping for the
coyotes cones at the sane tine as lanbing for the sheep. The old coyotes
then kill and eat lanbs for the pups at hone in their dens as well as for
theusc Ive s

.

TliOre are other interesting things you would like to hear about those
wild aninals wo call predators. Perhaps we can strike the trail again sone
tine with the Biological Survey's workers, but this ends today's excursion.
If you need to know nore about the country's wild aninals, send yovoc ques-
tions to the Biological Survey of the United States Departnent of Agricult-oxe
or to your local radio station.

ijmOUNCSIffilTT: The discussion of the dogs and cats of the wilds to wMch you
have just listened has cone to you fron the United States Departnent of Agri-
culture, Two weeks fron today. Station ^will present another
of these visits with Uncle San's Naturalists,
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AIT^TOUITCaiSITO : ITow for a visit with some of Uncle San's Haturalists of tlie

United States Departnent of A^ric-ulture, This time we have some of na~
t-ure's lore from the "big tree°inen of the United States Forest Service,

T7e have a lofty subject for you today.

The foresters liavc told us a little something about trees — hig
trees, redwoods tliat tower head and shoulders ahove their fellows of the
forest, Even if you liave never stood in a grove of those trees, and
felt yourself dwarfed in the presence of the massive trunlcs najesticly soar-
ing skywaxd, you have seen pictures of them.

However, it is not their impressive size or epic "beauty that vro

want to tallc ahout. Rather it is the way they grow, not individually, hut
as a forest. The specialists of the United States Forest Scr-zice liavc liad

occasion to study them to learn how nature grows timber. They make similar
investigations in other sections with other Irirds of trees. But wc will
talk ahout those other investigations some other time,

I've always heard our virgin redwood forest spoken of as "being

thousands of years old, Tliat seems to "be the common impression. Yet Uncle
Sam's foresters tell mo nothing is further from the fact. The redwood
forest is niany aged.

For example, here is the wide range of ages found on one t^'pical 30-

acre plot of redwoods. TTithout coxmting young sprouts and saplings less than
200 years old, there were 108 trees from 200 to 300 years old, 89 from 300
to 400 years old, 81 from 400 to 500 years old, 102 "between 500 and SOO yerj-s

old, and 57 from 500 to 700 years old. You see those young giants laclred

considerable of being the saiae age.

But that is not all those trees, the wide range of ages runs on up.

There were 38 redwoods in that 30 acre plot that were between 700 and 800
years old. ITearly as man^' more, or 34, were 800 to 900 years old, while
there were 31 trees found to be 900 to 1,000 yecrs old. There were just 17
more than 1,000 yesors old.

In other words, that patch of redwoods is a good example of nar-

ture's way of growing timber; so as to have a new crop of trees coming on
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all the time. Insteaxi of growing tlie crop of trees all the same age, then
harvesting that crop all at once, then vraiting a long time until another
crop is produced, Nature keeps the woods in continuous production.

The forestry experts say that progressive limibermen follow tlie sys-
tem of selection used "by ITature in the virgin redxrood forest. That same

system applies in growing other trees "beside redwoods.

As you know, we have "been largely "bro-ught tip on the idea of the

pioneer with his ax clearing the forest to make way for agriculture on the

cleared land.

In these latter days, however, we've fotmd that doesn't always work
so well, ITot only lias the cleaning "been carried so far that we have "begun

to worry where the future supply of lun'ber is coming from, "but we liave also
found tliat some lands grow timber "better tlian ajoything else, T7e have come
to look on timher as a crop. But trees don't mature in a single season,
like our anntial crops such as com or wheat. We can't cut off all the trees
ajid then plant seed and have another crop ready for harvest next season. It

takes time to grow a tree.

However, as our foresters have pointed out, in the virgin forest
all the trees are not of an even age. There are many different ages repro-
sontcd, 3y following the forest's own system and selecting the trees as
they nature and leaving groups of trees to restock the ground, they say,

wc can keep the woods in practically continuous production.

However, these giant redwoods may take h-undreds of years to reach
the fuLl majesty of their complete growth. The forest experts say that the
old giants of the redwood forest arc "beautiful to "beheld but unprofitable
to grow. They would have certain forests kept in continuous production
according to nature's method of selection, but for practical l"umber produo-
tion they would cut the new trees when still very young for redwoods,

Tlie redwood tree takes a long, long time to attain its tremendous
growth, yet it is fast growing. The yield of fxilly stocked redwood forests
exceeds an^'^thing known among other American conifers even surpassing the
Doublas fir of the ITorthwest, On the best sites, the foresters say, the
average redwood at 50 ;''ears is 8 inches in diameter and 51 feet high, and
on good sites the average redwood is 9 inches in diameter and 53 feet high.
At that rate of growth, they figure that within fifty years a satisfactory'-

mercliantable forest of redwoods can be produced. The wood thotigh consist-
ing largely of con::ion lumber ajid railroad ties, will be compairable in qual-
ity to similar grades from old-growth timber. TRien we talk about redwood
forests we usually think of a forest made up altogether of redwoods. But
the virgin redwood forest generally includes a considerable mixture of
other trees. Redwood is rarely fotmd in pure stands except on those par-
tially stocl:ed cut-over lands where powerful logging macliinery and repeated
fires have destroyed sill the seed trees of other trees. With redwoods in
the virgin forest are foiond Do-uglas firs, low-land firs, Sitlca spruces,
and western hemlock ajid such hardwoods as tanbark oak, and California laurel
and red alder.

Our forest experts say tliat it is important tliat the redwoods do
usually grow in association with other troos. Such mixtTorcs often servo
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as Haturc's insiarancc against disaster to the vrholc forest. Many forest in-

sects and diseases attack some species and not others, ?71ien such diseases

get into a stand made up altot'^cther of one susceptihlc species they do much
more danc^e tlian in a natural nixed forest of several different kinds of
trees. In Germany some years hack pure stands of spruce vrere created hy
planting spruce on cut-over lands formerly occupied hy mixed forests, hut
disaster followed. So unsuccessful liave heen the experiences with sucli

artificial forests, tliat United States Forest Service specialists liave urged
that we follow nature's methods more closely. In reforesting land, instead
of planting all the land to redwoods, for instance, to make a pure stand of
redwood, they suggest that a high, percentage of Do^Jglas fir, and lowland fir
and spruce may well he retained.

Redwood hears plenty of seed, hut seedling reproduction, the for-
esters find, takes place only under a very narrow range of conditions.
Host of tlie new growth of redwoods on cut-over lands comes from redwood
sprouts from the st-uraps. Scattered clumps of redwood sprouts reclaim the
land. But unaided those redwood sprouts will yield something less tlian a
third of the possihle timher Imrvest, However, instead of filling in the
gaps with planted redwood, as haa heen done in a number of cases, the forest
stiggest seed trees of Do'uglas fir and other valuahle species to make the
full stand,

Fj-om what they say.» I gather that it is well to follow nature's
methods in growing and harvesting timber crops,

AmTOUITCSiEnT

;

Wc will again hear from Uncle Sam's naturalists two weeks
from today. Those talks come to you through the cooperation of Station

and the United States Department of Agriculture,





SpeaJcing Time ; 10 Minutes.

AMOUNCaiSTT: And now for another visit 77ith Uncle Sam's Natui'alists of the

United States Department of A^ricult•ore. As usual^ youx Wildsrnan calls our at-

tention to some of the facts d3out wild life as he picks then up from Department
specialists.

—

Again we hear reports from some sections of the country, that the grass-
hopper has "become a burden in the land.

But I'm not going to talk ahout tiiat all-devouring host of grasshoppers,
I just mention it in passing, by way of illustration of the importance of some
other things, particulaxly our much maligned friend, the slcunk.

Such serious scourges caused by tremendous multiplication of this or tlmt
pest might happen oftener but for the forces of nature which tend to keep such
things in control. Of course, the veather is generally the big factor in the
case of grasshoppers, but there are a number of other forces. Our old friend,
the muclv-despised skunk, is one of them,

A lot of people have always held slnmks in bad odor, but skunlcs do yeoman
service in destroying grasshoppers. Specialists of the Bureau of Biological Sur-
vey, who have inside information on the subject, tell me that in July, August,
and September, when grasshoppers are most abundant, they form the chief food of
skumks. In fact, d-oring some of the previous invasions of our plains country by
grasshoppers the skunk was credited with being the principal marjmal destroying
those insects.

But grasshoppers are not the onlj'- damaging crop insect on the skunlc's bill-
of fare. The skunlc is also the bost-lcaown mammal enemy of army worm, the common
army worm, the wheat-liead army worn, and the fall amy worm, vrtiich are so destruc-
tive to smo-ll grains, and corn, and grasses,

Slcuiilis are fond, too, of the insects laiown as tobacco worms which do so
much damrgo to tobacco and tomato plants. In fact, they eat a great nuibor of in-
sects o-nd mostly the kinds that arc highly damaging to plant life, such as cut-
worms, cicadas, criclcets, andbcetles injurious to sweet potatoes in the South,

They also seen to consider the Colorado potato beetle a delicate morsel
and spend many a busy evening in potato patches catching and eating the grubs and
mature booties.
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However, insects are not tho sold fOOa of skunks, "by any manner of means*

These bedutif-al little black and white "polWcato", as We used to call them, have
bteen accused of killing quail and other game "birds and of talcing chickens and

eggs, jlnd they do sometimes, hut more often they get "blamed for some other ani-

mal' s depredations. As a matter of fact, I've known quails to nest and hatch out

a "brood within a few rods of a skunlc den. The truth seems to "be that at the

season when our native game "birds are nesting, skunks have plenty of insect food.

By the time that insect food fails, the "birds are strong of wing and seldom f^ll
a prey to a polecat.

As for the chickens, the skunk gets credit for a lot of killings "by

weasels and minks, which are much "better climbers and fair more bloodthirsty.
Likely as not, the skunk detected axound the hen house was there after the rats
and mice. Polecats are really remarkably fine mousers. Of course, the individ-
ual that hunts and kills chickens should be destroyed.

Host such suspicion, the specialists tell me comes from the fact that

skunks work largely under cover of darkiiess and the person who sweepingly blames
the skunk usually doesn't go to the trouble of investigating thoroughly. Evi-
dence taken from the stomachs of a large number of skunks supports the idea that
skunks are on the whole highly beneficial in their food habits.

And of course we all know tliat skunk skins are highly prized for fur.
Nowadays we just have three fairly abundant fur animals left in the United
States; the muskrat, the mink, and the skunk. The biologists say tliat there
seems to be little danger of extinction of the muslcrat, but that the mink is al-
ready in danger, and that the demand for skunk fur is causing more and more trap-
ping of skunks.

However, as far as the fur question goes some of our specialists believe
that skunks can be domesticated and successfully raised in captivity in many
parts of the United States,

And while we are mentioning misunderstood wild creatures, let me say a
good word for the European Starlings, now found as breeding birds in many of the
States east of the Mississippi River, In the last twenty years, they liave spread
fast, and there seems every reason to expect that they will continue to spread
westward to the Rocky Mountains, and if the Mountains don't stop them, right on
to the Pacific Coast,

A lot of farmers and bird lovers have looked with suspicion on the ever-
increasing flocks of these birds and have accused them of many crimes. And
specialists of the Biological Survey admit that Starlings do damage cherries, and
other small fruits, and garden trucl:, and even late fruit and com. And probably
their filthr-producing roosting habits in cities are more largely responsible for
the bad name they have acquired.

T7eighing atarling' s good habits against their bad ones, however, our
scientists credit starlings with doing much more good than harm. They are in-

sect eating birds, and observations of them in the field has established the
fact that the time spent by starlings in destroying crops or in molesting other
birds is short coi-npared to the endless hours they spend searching for insects
or feeding on wild fruit.

Starlings help destroy such pests as the clover-leaf weevil- the Jap-
anese beetle, May beetles, cutworms, and yes, grasshoppers too, As insect de-
stroyers starlings are more energetic than pome of our protected native birds»



J
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Now let<s turn to a different suiject and observe another phase of wild

life and life in the wild;

I!r. Earl W. Tinker, regional forester of the United States Forest Service,

has "been telling ne some of the unusual problems in fire protection in the Super-

ior National Forest in Minnesota.

As you know, one of the problems of fighting fire anywhere is getting

the fire fighters to the fire and getting them there promptly.

In most of our forests, there are a network of roads and trails designed

to permit fast travel. But in the Superior National Forest we have some 1,000
square miles set aside as a primitive area, where there are no roads, and prac-

tically'no trails. It is a wild country, with little human habitation, but
plenty of game such as noose, and deer, and wolves, and other fur animals. And
what's more it is interlaced with a labyrinth of waterways, lakes, and great
areas of spruce and muskeg swamp,

Mr, Tinker sa;7s it is practically impassable to foot travel in summer.
The cruising of timber and other activities of the Forest Service are done in
winter when the lakes and swamps and streams are frozen and dog teams can be
used for t ransportation. The usual way to get around in summer is by canoe and
portage — and tliat is slow work — too slov7 for men going to a fire. One and
one-half miles an hour is considered high speed in that region.

To meet that situation, the Forest Service plans to improve the portages
and on the chief travel routes to install light tracks over which fire equipment
can be moved faster. They also plan to improve the water routes by installing
dams to do away with slow portage v/ork. Hydroplanes have proved a great success
in rapid transportation of small fire-fighting crews. By the use of planes,
small crews have been carried to the scene of a forest fire in the Superior
National Forest in 30 minutes where previously it took a day and half.

'
. . .

ANNOUNCJJ/SNT: We will have another visit with Uncle Sam's Naturalists two weeks
from todry. Station presents these talks every other week. They
are prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture,





AMOUlilCEMEtr!' ; Statioii ^no^ gives the results of a visit with Uncle
Sam' s Naturalists of the United States Department of Agricultures This time
it is \7ith a bird specialist vjho tells us a few things about the American
eagle.

Some folks seem to think that the only eagles left are those that
fly across our quarters and other siaall coins and roost on our gold pieces.
But there are still some of then in the wild right around our National Capital.
Dr. H. C. Oberholser says he can't see that there has been any big decrease
in them in most places. There are still thousands of eagles in all along our
coasts. And Dr. Oberholser knows his eagles. He is one of the leading bird
investigators of the Bureau of Biological Survey.

American bald eagles are found pretty generally all over North America.
As a rule, however, they are most common near the coast. That is, within
about a hundred miles of the coast and up the big rivers and near the Great
Lakes. There are some American eagles also in the Mississippi Valley. Many
of them still live along our Atlantic Coast. There are more yet on the Pacific
side. They are most plentiful in Alaska and Florida. Climate doesn't make
nuch difference to a bald eagle, but he does like fish. Old Baldy woTildn't

care if every day were Friday.

That fondness for fish. Dr. Oberholser tells me has caused these national
birds to be very unpopular with salmon canners in Alaska. The eagles some-
times beat the fishermen to the fish. Most of the salmon they eat, however, axe
those that die upstream after spawning. Yes, our proud old bird of prey is
sometimes quite a scavenger.

In fact, ever since Benjamin Franklin first tried to have the wild
turkey made our nationsil bird instead of the ea^le, there have been a lot
of hard things said about the feeding habits of American eagles. But the
bald eagles are not so bad as they are sometimes painted.

Dr. Oberholser says that on the whole eagles do more good than they do
harm. The fact that they are sone times scavengers should not be held against
them. That they are very useful to nan in this way is really a point in their
favor.

But the American bald eagle seems to prefer his food fresh. This bird
of prey is the wild son of the wilds. He laist get his living by beak and talons,
as others of his kind do. He generally goes after it himself. However, he is
not above acting as an aerial hi-jacker. He often lets the Osprey catch fish
and then swoops down on the Osprey and forces him to let go his catch.

Old Baldy even works a similar game with human duck hunters. When the
gunner brings down a duck, the ea^le may drop like a bolt from the blue and
carry it off before the sportsman can get to it.
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But the "bald eagle doesn't have to have help in getting his ducks,

usually catching them when they have dived to escape. The eaele waits until
the duck comes up, then swoops again. He keep Si that up, until the duck,

tired out, falls an easy prey.

Besides having speed as a flyer. Dr. Oherholser says that the eagle

can soar as well as the turkey "buzzard. There is hardly any greater
conpliraent on soaring ability than that.

•

In addition, this charter member of our air service is remarkable at

zooming. He can shoot down from far aloft so fast that you can hardly see him.

TThen he comes up again he may be lifting considerable weight. An
American eagle has been known to carry a lamb weighing almost as much as itself
as far as five miles.

Yes, he does sometimes attack domestic livestock, usually lambs or
young pigs. But his chief food is fish. Upland game birds are seldom bothered.
He doesn't trouble song birds. He does kill squirrels, rabbits, and rats.
He has been known to attack human beings.

That' s very seldom. He rarely does it unless provoked to it. Dr.
Oberholser points out that when not molested, our American eagle is surprisingly
tame and unsuspicio\is. TThen it comes to the matter of defending the nest,
however, he shows considerable courage.

That nest is quite a remarlcable home, and the bald eagle is consider-
able of a home-body, ^nen eagles mate, they apparently mate for life. They
usually build their nest high in the top of a tall tree. If no suitable tree
is handy, they ordinarily build on a high cliff or bluff.

The nest is usually a wonderfully strong, substantial structure wherever
they build it, and it is quite sizable. About five feet across, and maybe
six feet deeo, and so strong that a man can walk on it without breaking through.
Sticks two or three inches thick are used. Such a huge nest high in the top
of the tallest pine may often be seen for miles.

Both parent birds take shifts in hatching the eggs and tal<:ing care of
the young. There were equal rights in the eagle' s aerie long before the
19th Amendment.

The families in these sky-scraper apartments are usually small. There
are generally two, sometiues three, eggs. The eaglets stay in the nest for
three or four months after they are hatched. When young they don't have those
white feathers on the head which give that bald appearance. The older birds are
the bald ones.

Old Baldy, or Old Glory, or whatever you call this typical American, has
no con^^etitor in the air and no enemies, except man.

*Hr4r>|i«4i

AIJIIOUTICEIJIITT ; Our TTildanan has Just been telling us about the Ainerican Bald
Eagle in his native haunts. This is one of our bi-weekly series with Uncle
Sam's Naturalists. This feature is presented by Station in cooperation
with the United States Department of Agriculture.
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ANNOUNCEIffiITT ; Agr.in we visit with Uncle Sam's Naturalists of the United
States Department of Agriculture. This time we talk with one of them about
the hidden facts in the lives of one of the notorious animal characters of
the underworld on our western States,—the pocket gopher,

****

Mr. Vernon Bailey, Chief field naturalist of the United States Biologi-
cal Survey, tells me that most people who live in pocket-gopher country have
never seen a pocket gopher alive in its normal dress.

This is not surprising, when you consider that pocket gophers spend
almost their entire lives underground. They are mining, "burrowing little
animals powerfully built to tunnel for food.

And they certainly are industrious miners and sappers, as farmers
and irrigation engineers in pocket-gopher country will tell you, or show you.
They leave plenty of evidence of their work. Of course, a good many people
have seen \7et and laiddy pocket gophers forced out of their burro'.vs by
irrigation water. Pocket gophers in that condition are anything but attra.ctivo,

Mr. Bailey says that the clean, smooth-furred, sturdy little miner in its

normal dress is a very different looking animal.

Mr. Bailey had investigated the private habits of many different
species and races of pocket gophers, varying in size from some as small

as a big mouse to others as heavy as a big house rat.

He has "shot" poclcet gophers with his camera as he has caught them

coming to the door of their burrows to throw out loads of earth.

From what he says, the pocket gopher is a sort of aJiimated wheel-
barrowv without the wheel. Instead of its scratching or kicking out the earth,

the pocket gopher brings each load of earth out xuader its chin and half en-

circled by its arms. It " vheel-barrows" itself along by pushing with its

hind feet.

But the pocket gopher doesn't waste much time outside. It can't afford
to. It has a host of enemies on the look out for it. The pocket gopher
and its close relatives are a favorite food with hawks, and owls, and weasolT,

and foxes, and bobcats, and badgers, and even bears. Hawks and owls swoop down

on the pocket gopher when it shows itself above ground. Foxes and bobcats
will pounce on one v/hen it throws out the earth. And when weasles can catch
the doorway open, thoy go right into the burrow and capture the little minor.
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Mj-p 3ailoy says that the mtstlons of the pocket gophers he has observed
are so quick that only a snapshot can catch them distinctly.

As we said tiefore, there are different species of pocket gopherst
The Colorado pocjket gopher, for instance, has the highest range in the mountainsi

Mr, Bailey has found the upper slopes of mountains literally plowed
over "by Colorado pocket gophers. The pocket-gopher burrows seem to honeycomb
the ground in some places. The moxmds of earth thrown out of the tunnels
dot the surface so thickly that they often cover from a tenth to a fifth of
the surface. As fresh hills are ihro^?rn up, the old ones gradually sinlc and
disappear beneath a rich carpet of vefi:atation.

In that way, the pocket gophers constantly plow the ground and bury
the vegetation beneath the surface, Mr. Bailey says that the tuni-over'

r

increases the fertility of the mountain slopes in many places. Not only that,
but the network of burrows tmderneath the surface helps hold and carry the
water into the soil and store it for use. Of course, the Colorado pocket
gophers uproot, and cover, and oat a great deal of the mountain vegetation,
but it all returns to the soil with a distinct gain in fertility. The work of
these high mountain pocket gophers, our naturalist estimates, is mainly
beneficial.

But all pocket gophers don't live on the uper slopes* Some live on
the plateaus, others along the valley bottoms, and still other kinds live
in the desert.

Now a desert is about the last place you might think of any animal
flourishing. Yet Mr. Bailey says the desert podcet gophers seem to live
very comfortably there — as zmich. so as those in apparently more favored places.

Pocket gophers go where they cnn find food. You might think the
cactuses and other desert plants protected by hooks and spines would offer
little encouragement to even a hungry gopher. But you must remember, pocket
gophers arc miners and sappers. They attack those armed desert plonts from
underground. They burrow into a cactus from beneath, and eat out the tender
inside. Then they t\innel their way along to the roots of the next plant.

And, by the way, the pocket gopher doesn't get its name from its sixe,
whether that be vest-pocket or coat pocket size. The pocket in the podcet
gopher' s name refers to the pouches in the cheeks, which make very useful
receptacles in which those little miners carry the food they take back to the
nest.

Pocket gophers that live in or under the desert or high up the slopes
of mountains where thoiisare no ranchec or settlements may be just interesting
little representatives of life in the wilds. But the pocket gophers that live
in the moist fertile valleys ii^ore there are farms, with fields, and orchards,
and gardens, do serious damage to farm crops and irrigation ditches.

From what Mr. Bailey says, it would seem that farmers have spread
feasts of domestic plants that these destructive rodents prefer to the wild
plants of their range. For instance, the big golden pocket gophers and the
chestnut pocket gophers are especially partial to alfalfa.
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In alfalfa fields and meadows, pocket gophers eat the stems and roots,

while their earth mounds do added damage by covering and destroying part of

the crop. Not only that, but in their industrious tunneling for food, these
gophers often prevent irrigation farmers from getting enough v/ater on the

alfsLlfa to make a full crop. The underground tunnels carry the water off in

streams and waste v/hat is needed for the crop.

Pocket gophers and other rodents take up their residence in the banks
of irrigation ditches, and their burrows cause expensive brtiaks in these
ditches. The gophers also fill tip a great part of some of tho small local
ditches by throwing the earth out from their burrows, in the ditch banks.

In places they also do considerable damage in orchards, and gardens,
and potato fields by eating the roots, and tubers, and other underground
parts of trees and plants. In some orchards, the trees lean one way or the
other, because the pocket gophers have cut off part of the roots.

Mr. Bailey says it is especially important to be able to control the

abundance of pocket gophers on irrigated farms. G-opher mounds are also very
troublesome to the farmer in mowing. If the sickle is lowered to get a full
cut, it is sure to run through heaps of sand and gravel thrown out by
gophers. That, of course, dulls the mowing blade.

However, Mr, Bailey points out that pocket gophers may be kept under
control and that there is little excuse for leaving them in the fields in any
locality where they can do damage. And they can do considerable damage, and
don't forget that. The United States Biological Survey, however, helps fanner
by giving directions for controlling pocket gophers in special cases that
are not easily handled.

The results of pocket-gopher depredations are only too evident. But
their habits underground are still largely unknown. Mr. Bailey says tharo i9

much to be learned of their hidden lives. And, now to conclude our little
tale of the pocket gopher with a word about the short tail of the poclcet

gopher itself, Mr. Bailey says the pocket gopher' s tail is useful mainly as
an organ of touch. It helps guide the little miner backward through its

tunnel.
***

AIvfNOUNCE^CHT ; You have just listened to a. short tale of the pocket gopher,
as relai/'ed to you from Mr. Vernon Bailey, chief field naturalist of the
United States Biological Survey. T7e will have another visit with Uncle Sam* s

Naturalists two weeks from today.
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AMOUIJCEHENT : And now for a talk with Uncle Sam's Naturalists of the United

States Department of Agric-ulture. Today Station presents a little in-

side information ahout hawks and owls, those birds of prey accused hy some

folks of being nothing but bird bandits.

Let's be fair about hawks and owls

Just a moment — I know this is an unpopular subject with some of my
friends — They have no patience with anything that looks like a hawk or an

owl I

I know some of them feel they have reason to hate hawks and owls. I

can sympathize with their viewpoint. But before we go ahead and bitterly
condemn all hawks and owls for what we think some of them do, let's get a
little more closely acquainted with our hawks and owls.

I have a particular fri-end who is ready to take the stand at any time
as a witness against any and every hawk. And he feels much the same way about
owls.

My friend lives on a farm, and he will tell you that hawks and owls rob
him of some of his best young chickens. He is a sportsman and likes to hunt
game birds. He cliarges that owls not only kill his chicks but also the quail
on his place, under cover of darkness*

Suggest to that farmer that he may be mistaken in the identity of the
killer. He will tell you he has seen a hawk swoop down and seize one of his
helpless chicks in its talons. He can describe just how the liawk does it.
He has seen it not once, but a number of tines. That evidence of an eye-:7it-
noss is very convincing. There is no. question but that he has lost chickens
from hawks. His evidence is certainly damaging to the hawk.

But ask hin what kind of hawk it wasl Then he begins to try to dodge
the issue. To him, a hawk is a hauk. He doesn't see that it makes any dif-
ference what kind it was. He doesn't know, and doesn't care. But, from what
Ut. W. L. UcAtoc of the United States Biological Survey cnys, that is a mighty
inportant point. There is no use blaming all hawks, and making war on all
hawks and all o-7ls, because some hawks and some owls may be bandits, as far
as wo are concerned.





When ray friend sees a hawk beiitj.Hg b^clc and forth over a harvest field
or meadow, or glimpses an owl flying g^lentiy over his orchard, he gets mad
clear through. He never stops to inquire whether that is the same kind of

hawk or same kind of owl that pounced on his chickens. Some of those ha.7ks

my friend has seen tirelessly beating back and forth over his harvest fields
were probably working for him and not against him. They help keep down the
insect and rodent enemies of his crops i Some hawks destroy game birds and
poultry* But not even all of those deserve the bad name they have been given.

Mr. McAtee says that most hawks and owls are actually more beneficial
than injurious. Even some of those that do take chickens, more than make up
for their bam-yard raids, by steady work in the fields clearing out some of
our crop enemies.

As Mr. McAtee explains it, this question of whether or not we class a
bird as good or bad depends largely on what the bird eats. Mr. McAtee and
other scientists of the United States Biological Survey have inside informa-
tion on this subject. They base their conclusions on analyses of the food
foTond in the stomachs of hundreds of birds, as well as long observation of
the live birds in the field and woods. They Imow their subjects inside and
out

.

Mr. McAtee tells us that birds of prey, such as hawks and owls, are
big eaters. 3very day they eat a great q-uantity of food compared to their ovm
body weight. Tlie hawks hunt by day and keep the day-time mammals in check.
An owl's eyesight is keenest during twili^t and before dawn. The owls cc^ture
many of the crop pests that roam around at night. Ov;ls are less migratory
than ha7/ks and dniring the winter they wage incessant warfare against the enemies
of orchards, and gardens, and harvest field.

But don't misunderstand me, Mr. McAtee doesn't claim that all owls are
more helpf-ol than otherwise. For instance, he admits that the great horned
owl does like a chicken dinner, and is not at all backward about taking it.

However, he reminds us that the great horned owls, like most of its
relatives, feeds at night. He can only capture the chickens that arc not
properly protected. If you prevent the great homed owl from getting at the
chickens, Mr, McAtee would also class the horned owl as largely beneficial
rather than injurious.

Among the hawks, Mr. McAtee finds the sharp- shinned hawk, Cooper's
hawk, duck hawk, and the goshawk correctly regarded as chiefly injurious from
our viewpoint. Those are the hawks that feed so largely on birds, on game
birds and domesticated birds, such as chickens.

Mr. McAtoe points out that you can tell the bad hawks from the good by
the way they fly. The bad bird hawks fly swiftly over trees and bushes and
make sudden darts upon their prey. From the way they pounce on their prey
and on acco^jnt of their color, three kinds of bird hawks are often known as
blue darters.

Hawks that are chiefly beneficial fly differently from those darting
hawks. The good hawks either soar at considerable height or hover over places
where they are h-unting their prey. They prey largely on meadow mice, but their
bill-of-fare incl-ades a lot of other destructive pests such as rabbits, ground
squirrels, prairie dogs, pocket gophers, and house rate and mice.
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Mr. i/IcAtee says the two of our best knoun havrksj the red- tailed hawk
and the red- shouldered hawk, often called "hen ha^-'ks" are valuable to farmers.

I told riiy friend that, and he insisted that he had seen a hawk of that

very tribe carry off one of his chicks. Well, Ur. McAtee admits that both
those hawks sometimes eat poultry. But the inside information is that the

damage red-tailed and red- shouldered hawks do that way is small compared to

the good they do.

The red- shouldered so-called "hen hawk" feeds on mice, birds, snakes,

fish, grasshop -jers, centipedes, spiders, crawfish, earthworms, and snails.

About 90 per cent of the misnamed "hen-hawk's" food is made up of injurious
animals and insects. Hardly 1 l/s per cent of its food is poultry and gaj.ie

birds. The handsome little sparrow hawk at times attacks small birds and
young chickens, but Mr. McAtee says that grasshoppers, and crickets, and other
insects form its chief articles of diet during warm wer.ther, and during the
rest of the year the sparrow hawk preys mostly on meadow mice and house mice.

Wo could go on through the list of hawks and owls giving the more or
less valuable food habits of each of them. Mr. IlcAtee says that services of
the barn owl are typical of those of the hawks ojid owls in general. A barn
owl probably e.-^.ts about three small mammals at a meal and dines often. Those
in the East nave been found to feed mostly on f.ioadow mice, house mice, and
house rats. In California, they oat pocket gophers, field mice, pocket mice,
deer mice, harvest mice, kangaroo rats, and house mice.

Owls have long been persecuted by man, but Mr. McAtee declares that
never has persecution been more unjust. He points out that the hawks and
owls are not the only sufferers. Wlien the hawks and owls are greatly reduced,
farmers find theuselves faced with a great increase in the niimber of destruc-
tive rodents.

ANITOUIJCEIvIEI'TT ; You have just listened to a discussion of the value of hawks rjid

owls. Station presents these results of interviews with Uncle Srun's

Naturalists of the United States Department of Agriculture every two recks.
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SperMiig Time: 10 Minutes,

AirJOUl'TCaiENT; And now for another visit with Uncle Sain»s Naturalists, of the
United Str.tes Depcsrtment of Agricultore, Today we go into the wilds r^rin.
Tliis tine our naturolist tells us a little about some of those hii^ily interesting
inhabitants of the wilds, our native American rats and mice,

* « « :(c « :(l

The moment anybDdy mentions rats and nice, most of us think about those
filthy, thieving scavengers, the brown wharf rats, and those damaging nuisances,
tho house nice.

Yet those ubiquitous brown rats and house mice Qf our towns and cities
are not American rats and mice at all.

Those comiaon rats and mice that cause such an enormous loss by destroying
gr'^in ajid food and other stores, and by ca.using fires, and by spreading disease
are old world rats and nice. They come over from Europe in colonial days. In
fact, naturalists tell us, the common broTO ra.t was unknown in this country until
about 1775, The brown rat first invaded our wharfs daring the American Revolution,

Some of you householders may sigh for the good old days before that time-
Bat wait a minute —

—

Mr, Vernon Bailey, of the United States Biological Survey, has found evi-
dence that the pre-historic cliff-dwellers of northwestern New Mexico, southeastern
Utah, and northioastcm Arizona, had their rat-troubles too.

Camping in the ruins of the ancient Pueblo Bonito in Clia^o Canyon, Mr,
Bailey has been over-run by bushy-tailed wood ra.ts» He has discovered traxes
thr.t lead hin to think that those native Americaji rats were probably serious pests
to the food-storing Indians who lived there long before Columbus discovered
Aneri cr..

Those bushy-toiled wood rats are just one Idnd of na.tlve Aiaevicoja rats.
As many of you campers know, there are a number of kinds of American rats and mice.
You find different Icinds in the cliffs, high up the slopes of the nwimtain forests,
along the cool streams, in the valleys, out on the wide prairies, even in the
desert.

But get this. Mr, Bailey says cnxr American rats are very different from
our co: .on house rats the brown, black or roof rats, American wood ra.ts look
more like Old World rats, than t hey act like thean. In fact, wood rats are cleanly
animals, and lead clean, wholesome lives. With many tribes of Indians, wood rats
are popular game animals, and Mr. Bailey, who has tasted test of the different
kinds, soya they arc very good eating, tender and first-rate flavor. He points
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out thr,t the Colorado wood rats* one of the favorite foods of the Navajo Indians,

arc olcntiful in tho country where soiao of the early 03^)1 orors starved to death.

Those explorers ai^t have crossed, throu^ the wilderness in safety, if they had
rcaLizod how easily they could have supplied thenselvos witj? plenty of such del-

icate, delicious sniall game.

Ml our wood rats seem to have a passion for "building houses mt of almost
anytloin^; they can carry off. They have been called "pack rats" and "trade rats"
and lacny wild stories have "been told about their habits of borrowing nnd returning
things. However, the real facts are more fascinating than the fictions.

Take the hoary wood rats for instance. Hoary wood rats live in the open
aild vrlleys where cactus and other thorny desert shrubs grow. They build thorny
walled houses in the cidst of beds of big prickley-pears of thorny bushes, or in
groups of Spanish bayonets or in allthorn.

Tha.t sounds like a pretty good defense doesn't it? A house of thorns cer-
tainly doesnH sound inviting to intruders. But you nd^t think that life among
thorns would not be all roses for the hoary wood rats themselves. Hov/ever, Mr.
Ba-iley tells ne he has seen one of these hoary wood rats, as bri^t and pretty
as a squirrel or a chipnunk, climb over a mass of thorns and appa-rently never get
the subtest scratcai on its delicate pinlc feet.

The caxtus is the hoary wood rat's food and driak. It eats both the flesh
and the fruit of the caxtus, besides a, great variety of green vegetation, and
fruits, and seeds. He lives on wide stretclies of desert, where there is no water
to be had for months at a time, except what water is contained in the desert food
plants.

If cactus growing ever becomes an iinportajit industry, both the hoary wood
rat and the white-throated wood rat, may become serious enemies to the business.
Some years, much of the desert vegetation is killed by them, jls it is, Mr, Bailey
explains, rltho'a^ they may do some local damage on the edges of irrigated fields
and gaj:-dens, these wood rats are in the main harmless, interesting features of
the desert.

We cajiH tell you all the interesting things Mr. Bailey told about the
different American rats. The important thing to remember is that there are rats
and rats, and jrou can't judge the cleanly, delicious tasting imericazi wood ra.ts
by the altogether bad sped cs of Old World animals to which we happen to have
first applied the same general name.

The same thing can be said of mice. We can't judge all the najiy native
inert can mice by those damaging little European house mice tha.t give us so nuch
trouble.

Don't mistake ne. Some of our native American mice give us plenty of
trouble too. Others we can class as neutral: that is, the harm they do is just
about balanced by their good habits, or they just spend their lives where they
arc not in conflict with our interests. And we have still other nice that may
bo classed as downrt^t beneficial.

Mr, Baiioy has suggested that our grasshopper or scorpion or calling niced^t well be used as pots for the children, - ~'
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Scorpion nice e<at other insects besides scorj'ions. They eat grasshoppers, crickets,
beetles, caterpillars, cutworms, and insect eggs. They would thus be useful in
Iceeping down insect pests in greeaihouses, and gardens. They would clso often
capture oiid devour other specie s of mice.

These friendly nice get their names of gra,sshopper mice and scorpion mice
from tlieir feeding habits# They are called calling mice on account of their un-
usurl voices. From what Mr, Bailey tells me, this little animal throws up its
head, opens its mouth, closes its eyes and howls like a lone wolf on the snow-
covcrcd crest of a far ridgo. Only the "howl" of tho calling mouse is so thin
and hiijh, a, person has to have keen oars to detect the sound. But,l allowing for
the difference in size of the wolf and the mouse, Mr, Bailey says the crllsare
not s.-) different.

Another mouse Mr. Bailey classes among the good cdce is the little Arizona
grasshopper mouse. He has made a close study of the food and genei^rl habits of

Arizona cJid grasshopper mice and finds them mainly if not entirely useful animals.

They have no possibilities of injurious effect on agilcul t^are, and their influence
in holding in check insects and other sped es of mice may be important.

On the ether hand, several species of the more nunerous little seed-eating
deer mice that live in the forests arc probably enemies to forest growth. They
discover and confiscate many of the carefully secreted seed stores of squirrels
and chipnunks, which mi^t otherwise bo left to grow^ If it wasn't for their

naturcl enordcs such as owls, and weasels, and foxes, and wild cats, and badgers,

and sloinks, and snakes, the deer mice ni^t dr> a lot more damage then they do.

Rocky Mountain meadow mice, and several other sped, es of meadow mice, do
some miscliLef in lessening the grass crop of the raoiontain meadows. They also de-

stroy some small trees that otherwise mi^t help reforest some of the noimtain
slopes, but they have plenty of enemies waiting for them too.

Those Rodcy Mountdn meadow mice arc groat road, buildfirs. Their roads
leading from one barrow to another are not merely paths worn smooth by the repeate(f

passing of feet. They are deliberately made roads. The mice will cut away the
growing vegetation and lift the old fallen mat of vegetation hi^ enou^ to moke
tunnels between it and the smooth surface of the ground, T;here there is plenty of
both fresh and dry vegetation, those runways are well conceajLed, But in many
plp/Jos they a re conspicuous from above as one looks closely down into the short
grass. And, we ni^t add, nature has man^"- other half hidden facts of interest for
those of us who look for them,

:|i « % 3ti I*

ANNOUITCin.iEMT i You have just hoard a short sketch of some of our many American
rats and mice. This time two weeks from today, we will have another of these

little visits with Uncel Sam's Nalm'alists of the United States Department of
Agri cul ture

.
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ANNOUNCE HilT : No'- let's again spend a icvr minutes wit-i Uncle Sam's Naturalists

of the United States Department of Aj^riculture, We vzill join them for a peep at

some of the interesting rodents on the ranges of our Groat Plains country/.

We ride out on the range with Ilr. Vernon Bailey, of the United States Bio-
logical Survey, who tells us a few things ahout kangaroo rate - "beautiful little

animals.

We will have to he careful where wo ride. As any cow nan will tell you, it

is no pleasant matter riding over ground where many kangaroo rats have made mounds.
Of course, some of the kangaroo rats make "big mounds that arc easy to see and avoid.

But there is real danger if you ride over low mouiids without seeing them, T.icro

the "burrows enter the ground without noticeable mounds, your horse may brcair

throtigh and drop a foot or two in the ground without warning, and that may -lot he
any joke for cither you or the horse if you arc riding fast.

Those mounds honeycomhed with passages are not only the homes "built "by the

kangaroo rats, "but also their storehouses where they soi.ietimes store a "bushel or

more of seeds for future use. Kangaroo rats not only la^'' up stores for winter,
"but also provide food for long dry shells when little or nothing grows. All the

kangaroo rats are dainty feeders. They shell out the seeds and eat only the clean
inner kernels. They gather the seed from many small local plants, tuck the seed
into their cheek pockets, and then return to their mounds or dens, to eat. One
movement of the kangaroo rat's hands pressing forward on those elastic poclcets on
the outside of the lower jaws, and the pockets are emptied, TThat the kangaroo rat

doesn't eat at the time it stores for future use.

On most of their rsmge, the kangaroo rats don't come in contact with any farm
crops. In some places, however, they do 'larvest grain and carry off a considerable
amount of it, two teaspoons full at a time in those cheek pockets, each of which,
in the bigjer kinds, holds a little over a teaspoonful. But these little seed
toters are fast workers and nia*.:e many trips.

In ordinary years, Ilr. Bailey fifure'^, thoy probably do very little dai.Tage to
the range, but in dry years when seeds of grasses and other forage plants arc
scarce they may take a good part of the available seed and leave very little for
reproduction.

Seeds are not all they eat. When we come to a little rise in the ground, we
find a lot of bare spots dotting the mesa, Tiose bare -oatches arc where some of
the largest and "landsomest of our kangaroo rats. New Mexican banner-tails, 2i?,vo

d-ug -up some of the best range grasses by the roots. They also carry those grass
roots off to their homes and storehouses.

ooOoo
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In fact, kangaroo rate can Co quite a bit of danage that way, and. llr, Bn.iley

says that as plans for inrproving or keeping -up the cattle carrying capacity of the

range progress, we will prohahly have to cut do'.'rn the nuinher of kangaroo rate in

some places. In moderate nunhers they are harmless and interesting neighbors. In

the day time, a surprised Icangaroo rat may bob up where you can see hin, but or-

dinarily you never see them by day. Kangaroo rats are night prov/lcrs. They close
up their burrov/s before daylight and don't open the doors again until aJtcr dark,

Mr, Bailey says that many a tine ha has opened up some of the doors in the

daytime, and v/atched the kangaroo rate bri;ig earth to the entrance and kick it

back of them until they closed the doorway again. That shows they are alert, and
not all to be ca-Ot^ht napping in the daytime when you might expect them to be asleep.

They may well be on the alert, too. They have plenty of natural enemies ready
to seize them night and day. Snakes, hawks, owls, foxes, coyotes, cats, and wea-
sels hunt them, and they liave to rely on quick sight and hearing and speed as their
only defence outside the closed dens.

The prompt way the kangaroo rats have of closing their doors during the day,
is not the only evidence that they are on the alert, I'.r, Bailey will sliow you
another way to tell. He will tap or scratch on the earth at the closed doorway,
and if you will listen clor>ely, you may hoar a low drumming or thumping noise from
inside the mound, something like the sound of the distant galloping of a horse.
The Icangaroo rats nalce that tapping sound or signal with their big hind feet.

All their enemies are not among other kinds of animals. Kangaroo rate also
have their troubles from other Icangaroo rats, For instance, the big Arizona banner-
tail builds big mounds and lays up large stores, but a smaller kind of Irangaroo
rat does not store food. This little baniior-tail burglar steals from the stores
of his bigger relative. The Arizona kangaroo rat will pounce at the little fellow,
but when he lands exactly on the spot where the little fellov/ was, that artful
dodger is gone.

However, if the big banner- tail get's the little fellow cornered in close quar-
ters, it is too bad for the little thief. In fact, even with their ovm particular
kind, kangaroo rats are often vicious fighters,

Mr, Bailey describes a, fight between two kangaroo rats. They faced eacli

other, jumping high in the air, trying to strike each other straight down from
above. At first, they both j-amped at once and met in the air, and little damage
was done. But as one got tired or scared or was knocked over so that tie other
got a fair stroke at it, the blows went home with deadly force. The old saying
"he who fights and runs away may live to fight another day" doesn't seem to rork
among kangaroo rats. If one turns and runs, its fate is sealed.

Yet Mr, Bailey tells us tliat these Icangaroo rats are very gentle with human
beings. They almost never bite, and ii held loooely in the hollow hands will soon
cease struggling and can be as easily handled as any domestic animals,

ITot only does Ilr, Bailey tell us tliat, but he s.iows us. He has found ]::angaroo

rats easy to trap and keep in captivity. That gives us a cliance to get a close-up
of them.
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One look at those lon^ powerful hind le{;;s, and the little front feet or haaids,

and the way one of these animals can hop about on its hiiid feet like a robin,

makes it easy to understand how it got the name of Icangaroo rat.

The long tail may puzzle you, t)ut it is very useful to the kangaroo rat. It

is long, with a long crest near the tip. That crezt is along the top and much
higher than it is wide. It is a first-rate rudder to help guide the kangaroo
rat as it leaps tlirough the air or skims along with its hind feet just touching

the ground now and then.

The kangaroo rat has several other striking features, including its owl-lil:e

eyes, which shine at night with a light-red glow; its v/ide head to accommodate the

remarkable ear-pliones supposed to magnify and clarify the sounds that come through
the ground; and its oil glaiid on top of the shoulder which supplies the oil to keep
the fur soft aiid waterproof.

Kangaroo rats are another group of American rodents that have very clcc-nly

habits ajid are very unlike those filthy animals, the familiar wharf or house rats
which slipped into this country from Surope, ajid which we generally associate with
the name of rat.

On many parts of their range, Hr,. Sailey holds that the best way to keep some
kinds of kangaroo rats under control, is to protect their natural enemies such as
the hav^s, owls, foxes, and other animals that prey on them. On parts of their
range where these neat, clean little rodents attack crops or damage irrigation
ditches, _ or do serioxis damage to range grasses, however, it may be necessary for
man to take a liand with more strenuous control measures. You see it is largely a
matter of vrhat tlicsc animals eat and where, whether we count them our enemies or
friends.

AITITOUITCElIElfr : Two weeks from today we will again visit with Uncle Sam's Ilat-'oralists

of the United States Department of Agriculture, At that time, we will hear about
some other pliase of the wild life in the big outdoors.
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AIIM0UITCSII2ITT; 'Je're now readj'- for another visit V7ith Uncle San's naturalists
of the United States Department of Agriculture, Before we go into the woods and
marshes to see how Uncle Sam is protecting our "bird life, we'll turn back for a
moment to one of the most fascinating stories in all \7ild life lore* This is the
story of the va.ssenger pigeon,

I suppose sor.ie of the old-timers listening in today can remember the time
wlien passenger pigeons flew over the eastern half of the United States by the
millions a:id millions.

No doubt some of you saw the pigeons yourself, the rest of you can at least
recall some of the amazing tales the old-timers tell about the pigeons.

For instance, the great naturalLists, A'Jdubon, describes a pigeon flight he
saw in ICentucl-;;:- near the Ohio River, He says, "The air was literally filled rrith

pigeons; the light of noonday was obscured as by an eclipse. At once, lihe a tor-
rent, and with a noise lilre thunder, they rushed into a compact mass, pressing
each othor towards the center," And then he goes on to tell how the pigeons
s\7ept along, up and dov.-n, like the waves of the ocean, wheeling and twisting
like the "coils of a gigantic serpent,"

Bad: in those J-ays, folks thought the nigeon would never be exterminated,
Even as recently as 1879, a pigeon butcher in Chicago said, "The pigeon is migra-
tory, it can care for it self . . . ( The pigeon) never will be exterminated so long
asforests large enough for their nestings a:id mast enough for their food remains."

But the passenger pigeon the bird that at one time "shadowed the fields like
a cloud," and "darkened the sun" by its tremendous numbers is gone. The last
pigeon died in the Cincinnati Zoo in 1914.

^lat became of the famous passenger pigeons of a half century a^o?

Some folks sa^'' the pigeons may have flown out over the ocean in hiage flocks
and got caught in a terrific storm. AJTter battli :g the wind for hours, so these
folks imagine, the birds fell exhausted and perished in the waves. Other folks
explain the disappearance of the wild pigeons by theories wilder than the pigeons.

The best authorities hold different ideas. One man who spent a great deal of
time st-jdying the bird says the passenger pigeons were not exterminated at any
single swift stroke, JThis authority sa^'s the pigeon gradually decreased over a
period of more than 20 years. He tells how the pigeon butchers caught the pigeons
by the millions and millions and shipped them in carload lots to the city markets.
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and then says, "And wlien you are asl:ed uliat has beco.ie of the wild pigeons, figure
up the shipping "bills, and they will show wliat has "becone of t/.is, the grandest
game bird that ever cleft the air of any continent,"

The tales the old-timers tell of ho'.7 the pigeon killers butchered the wild
pigeons are both fascinating and terrible,

Audubon describes one of these butcheries at a pigeon roost on the Green
River in Xentudty,

Audubon arrived at the pigeon roost just before sunset. He found a great
many people at tr-e roost with horses and wagons, and guns and aminunition, wait-
ing for the pigeons to come back to the roost for the night. Some of the hunters
had iron pots containing sulphur some had torches of pine many had poles
the rest liat? 3-Jns. Two farmers had driven v^wards of 300 hogs to the roost to

fatten on the slaughtered pigeons left on the ground,

TT-ien the pigeons came bade to the roost, Audubon says they sounded like a
"hard gale at sea passing through the rigging of a close-reefed vessel." They
poured down into the roost out of the air like water over a gigantic waterfall.
The pole-ben 2ziod:ed the pigeons down by the thousands. Other hunters lighted
the fires. The csxais spurted their deadly fire, but made no sound, their roar
was droTCied out by the terrific din. The sight was wonderful as well as terri-
fying.

The slaughter went on all night. Along toward daybreak, the hunters began
to pile the dead, dying, and mangled r-.igcons up in heaps until they had as many
as they wanted, Tlien, the farr.iers turned in the hogs to finish the pigeons left
on the ground.

Stories like the one Audubon tells of the Kentucky butchery are not at all
musxial. You can find dozens and dozens of similar stories. The pigeon hunters
caught thousanc'- s a£)On thousands of the pigeons in nets. They set fire to the
trees to drive the young squabs out of the nests. They went to the roosts at
night and chopped down big trees to crush the pigeons perched on the limbs. They
put out poisoned bait. They sold live pigeons to sportsmen for trap-shooting.
They s-iipped carload after carload to the city markets for food.

Even a bird such as the passenger pigeon a bii^ that numbered in the bil-
lions couldn't stand the strain of year-around sla\aghter, and the destruction
of food supplies and breeding grounds.

H. P, Sheldon, Game Conservation Officer of the Bureau of Biological Survey,
thinks tne story of the passenger pigeon would have been repeated rdth other
game birds if the State and Federal governments hadn't talcen steps to protect
them.

Starting along about 1870, when the loassenger pigeon was passing out of e::-

istence, a nunoer of states began to enact laws to protect waterfowl. However,
Colonel SnelCon says the game roramissioners and other men interested in protect-
ing wild life realized the state laws were not adequate. Some of tlie states had
no laws at all to protect birds. Other states protected only a few kinds of birds

or only in certain localities or for only a short season.
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So, tlie sport snen and conservationists Got together smo. put throiigh a
Federal jligratory-Bird Law, Tais law passed in 1913 ^^ave the U. S. Department

of Agric^olture oov/er to fix closed seasons for migratory "birds.

Colonel Sheldon tells us the effect of the Federal Act was iramGdiatc, TJater-

fo'vl and other r.ugratory birds showed a inarhcd increase. The birds went bad: to

breeding places which they :iad abandoned because of excessive shooting.

But, of couxse, even a Federal law wasn't sufficient, Llany of our ni:;ratory

birds are no res;occters of national boundaries. Some birds spend their summers
in Canada and their winters in the United States, Others summer in the United
States and 'rinter in Mexico, or Central America, or even South America. The?/ fly
thousands of ..iles in getting from their summer homes to their winter homes.
They mal:c inany stops along the way, Protection in the United States is of little
value rithout protection in Canada,

So, in 1916, our government made a treaty with Great Britain to protect
birds that fly bad': and forth between the United States and Canada, Both Canada
and the United States agreed to pass laws to protect some 500 different hinds
of migratory birds.

The regule.tions set up by our goverament under this treaty raalre it ixilawiul
to kill migrator^' birds with guns bigger than !To, 10-gauge, They also prohibit
hunting or hilling birds from airplanes, power boats, or sailboats. They also
prevent the sale of migratory birds.

In the past two or thjrec years the' Federal goveriraent ".las talren still a
further step to protect migratory birds. It lias enacted legislation givinf; au-
thority to set xsp a number of migratory bird sanctuaries.

Many naturalists think the passenger pigeon died off partly because we
destroyed its breeding places aind food supply. It is plain that the same reasonr-
ing applies in the case of some other species.

So, the Federal government is no^7 engaged in setting aside refuges as feed-
ing, oreeding, and resting grounds for migratory birds. Vast regions where
waterfov/1 were once abundant aire now useless because of drainage developments
and evaporation. But many of them can be restored to their natural condition,
and wnile tne work must proceed -very slowly, there is hor)e th^t enough mars-"-

areas may be saved in time to enable the wildfowl to escape the tragic fate t'.io.t

befell the pigeon,

AlCTOUITCZISTT: You h^ve just heard a talk from Uncle Sam's naturalists in the
United States Department of Agric-alture on how the Federal Government is protect-
ing bird life, "^e will have another talk from the ITaturalists at this time two
weeks from today.
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M2I0UNCia.ffiNT ; And now for o-ux talk with Uncle San's Naturalists. The United
States Biological Survey has been busy for sono years now trying to provide stop-
over privileges for uLgratory birds, especially duclcs and geese. Today we are
going to hear a little about that work to save our wildfowl.

Mr, Arthur A. Riener, land valuation engineer of the United States Bio-
logical Survey, tells us about our national chains of landing fields for ducks
and geese.

We call then our ducks and geese; but nany of than, were hatched in
Canada, Many of "our ducks" have their hones far up in the Arctic Circle, Many
that our dude hunters niss this fall will go back to their northern nesting
grounds to raise new fauilies next spring, Tild ducks are true ni grants. In-
ternational and State boundary lines nean very little in tiieir young lives,

Sone nest along the northern edges of Canada and Alaslca. The nesting
sites of others are scattered throu^ the vast stretches of western Canada, And,
of course, we also have sone very extensive areas in tliis country where ducks
and geese nest as well as rest and feed.

You probably heard a few weelcs ago that the fanous Bear River Marshes of
the north shore of Great Salt Lalce, Utah, had been fomally taken over as a
Federal bird refuge.

Those Bear Hiver Marshes arc one of our big concentra.tion points for
ducks. That is a nesting site for nany ducks, but with the cliange of the seasons
ducks hatched in that area hop off for other States and other countries. Ducks
banded by workers of the Biological Survey on those narshes have been recovered
in 14 different States in our Great Basin and Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast
country and in Canada and Mexico.

In noving back and forth between their breeding and winter feeding grounds,
ducks and geese follow definite travel routes. In nost cases probably the sane
travel routes that were followed by their ancestors long before duck shooters
ever cane on this continont.

Tear after year the ducks nove down in the fall fTon their gunner hones to
their favorite winter feeding grounds. But year after year, nen have been chang-
ing the conditions along sone of the chief rlgration routes of our waterfowl.
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Ducks don't just hop off fron their nesting grounds ajid nake a non-stop
flight to their winter feeding grounds. Bird nigration is usually a nuch nore
leisurely affair. The birds need landing fields and refueling stations, v/here

they Can stop and rest and feed on their long treks.

Ducks dgrate along routes well sprinldod with plenty of narshos or other

shallow "bodies of water„ A waterfowl without water is olnost as bad off as a

land "bird witliout land.

As the co\intry has developed, of course, the natural ranges of nany kinds
of wild life have been restricted. T7aterfowl following the age-old niigration

routes have found their nesting and feeding and resting places shrirJdLng,

In roany ca,ses we hav^e been over-zealous in taldng over duck lands for

ether uses. For instance, Mr. Rieoer says draining duck mrshes to use the land
for farcing is one of the big causes of the decrease in the number of ducks.

Many of those projects have failed to pay for the expense of drainage. Because
of poor drainage or other difficulties, the fam crops raised on nany fomer
uorshes have proved less valuable than the duck crops. Ho nentions one very
costly atter.Tpt to drain a duck lake, i/^ch has failed and part of which has now
reverted to use as a hunting area.

And, of course, not all bodies of water are ideal for ducks. Ducks need
water, and the water must be of the proper depth to grow the plants they eat.
Shallow ponds and lalces and narsiies nust supply the waterfowl with food as well as
lodging. Sudden and great changes in the level of a lake tend to kill out the
forms of life upon vdaich the ducks feed.

Many years ago our biologists and sportsnen and gane lovers realized that
our duck- resources needed protection, and began to urge the establi slment of
Federal refuges where the waterfowl could find suitable conditions and safety
from extenination. A few large waterfowl areas were set aside in sone of our
western States, generally on lands already controlled by tlie govemuent, and
sone of the others had long been iijportant waterfowl concentration areas.

In the eastern States, however, until less than four years ago, there were
very few waterfowl refuges. In 1929, Congress passed the nigratorj'-bird con-
servation act, to provide for the acqfoisition of laiid for Federal bird refuges.
Under that act, the United States Biological Survey began to exarj.ne and nap
large areas to deternino tlieir suitability as duck refuges. Biologists have ex-
onlned sone 140 areas, and have located s"'Ji table sites in practically every
State in the Union, As a result of these investigations 16 refuges are in pro-
cess of establi slr.ient in 14 States.

The areas being considered fom the naln chains of the waterfowl landing
fields, Ux, Eiener tells ne that areas as large as 10,000 to 20,000 acres ore
considered noro ocoronical fron an adnini strative standpoint by the Federal
Govemnent, Sone ore i.iuch larger than that.

The G<reat Malheur Lake Bird Refuge, in Oregon, for instance, covers about
90,000 acres and conprises a chain of three lakes. The largest Malheur is a big
shallow lake. In nost places not nore tlaan one to throe feet deep.
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Such groat refuges vdll do r.iuch toward preserving oiir wild ducks and geeso»

Sone of you nay ra.ieuber back to the days when ducks by the mllions were
slau^tered by the uarket hunters to supply hotels and restaurants with duck
neat. Then you saw the nui.-iber of ducks further decreased as a result of drain-
ago operations. Then just about the tine that oxir bird conservation act went
into effect, nany parts of the country began to suffer fron a drou^t that con-
tinued for three years.

Yes, sir, it was so dry during those three years tha,t nany diock ponds and
Inlces sl^ra;ilt alarcdngly. Duck feeds in r:.any sections were killed off. Mr.
Riener says that sone shallow lalces including Lalie Malheur, which is several

tiles across, have at tir.B8 been corjipletely dried up.

To neet the energency situa.tion that faced the ducks, the Biological Sur~
vey proposed a plan for sr.:irll privately owned waterfowl refuges to supplenant tie

big Federal and State refuges. T7ildi-life organizations, sportsnen's clubs, Boy
Scouts, famors organizations, and individual landowners have taken up the idea
in nany parts of the country. By reflooding old pond sites and narshes, or
building sinple low dans across sr'iall streans or branches individual farraers and
sportsnen nay create ponds or snail lalces up to three feet in depth, with narsh
borders, which v/ill greatly increase feeding, breeding and resting areas for the
birds.

In addition, sone of the r efuge builders have seeded the nargins of the

ponds with food and cover plants for the ducks-.

In nany cases, however, the job is one of sirjply protecting sone local
waterfowl area fron trespassers, involving no other expense or activity^

On all such areas it is inportant that the water level should stay about
the sone all the year round, ao as to preserve the vegetation needed to naice the
place attractive to hungrj^, tired ducks and geese and to other foms of wild
life.

Sone of these water areas will be quite snail, but Mr. Rier.ier says that
ducks and geese nake thenselves at hone even on potholes and ponds. Tlie Biolog-
ical Survey states that in the aggregate these snail auxiliary areas are of
great inportance in supplencnting our bigger v/aterfowl refuges.

ilJIJOUNCHAEITT; Uncle San' s Naturalists will be back with us two weeks fron today.
This feature is prepared for Station by the United States Departnent of
Agri cul ture .
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AIUJQMCEi1^ r And now we'll talce our bi-'^eekly jaunt into the great open
spaces nith Uncle Sam's Naturalists in the Bureau of Biological Survey. To-

day, 've'll pick our way through the reeds aiid grasses down in the marsh to

get acquainted "rith that interesting garne bird the coot, or "mud hen."

-ooOoo-

Listenl riear that quacking?

Sounds like some ducks and coots on domi this little stream.

I expect we'll find them s"rim:aing around in that little bay where this

stream flows into the creek.

Let's move down in that direction.

"''e car. follow this little path aloni;^ the bank and come in behind that
shack standing on the point running out into the ba;^"". "^e can watch the coots
and ducks from the porch of the shack.

Careful, there'. This p,ith is mighty slipiDery.

Te're getting closer. You can hear the quacking much louder no'^.

Listenl ?Iear that kind of high-pitched note and then several deeper
notes right along close together?

That ' s a coot

.

And hear that quack? Sounds something like a duck. But it isn't.

That's a coot, too.

Funny birds those coots. You can hear then in the swamps and marshes
night and day. Sometimes, they quack about like a duck. Then, they make
this sound and that sound always a rac!:et of some kind.

Notice ho^-' the stream is widening out? "Te're getting down almost to
the bay.

Listenl Right over there beyond that frin/.e of bushes along the
bank of the streaml Hear those birds thrashing around in the water? And
those coughing sounds? And those frog-like plunks? And that kind of sawing
or filing noise? Sounds like a flock of coots down there. If we move over
toward the bank maybe we can see them.

Sure enough I Look riglit through that break in the bushes. There :'ou
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see coots swiruming by the dozens right in among the duckJs,

Notice the head and neck of one of those coots. The head and neck are
a kind of blackish color. The rest of the body has a bluish-slate tint.

And look at the bill. The coot's big, ivory-white bill makes it

easy for you to tell a coot from a duck.

Move over here a little closer to the edge of the stream.

See those three coots down over the bank there getting their breakfast?
I7atch how they walk. They bob their heads and hunch their backs like a
guinea fowl. They pick at the seeds and grass just like a chicken.

Then, take a look at those coots out on the water.

Watch that one dive down below the surface. He's probably going under
after a fish or tadpole.

Sh-h-h-h Don't move. Tliey see us.

But they don't seem much afraid. As a usual thing, coots are pretty
tame if you don't disturb them too much.

Let's move on down the stream. I think that old shack is just around
the next turn in the path.

Yes, there's the shack.

We can cut right across this cleared space and get up on the front

porch.

Here we are I This porch gives you a fine view of the whole bay.

Look at all those ducks and coots, would youl The water is fairly
alive with them.

There goes a gunl I.hist be hunters in a blind across the creek.

Some of the ducks are taking to the air.

The coots are getting ready to talce off, too.

Just look at those coots'. There they go running along on top of the

water beating the water with their wings and feet. They're making the spray
fly like an old side-wheeler on the Mississippi. Tliey're trying to get up
enough speed to rise off the water, ^at a commotionl No wonder folks call
those birds "spatterers ."

Now they are rising off the water little by little like a heavily-
loaded airplane. But they won't go high. A coot usually flies along IC or

15 feet above the water.

They won't fly far , either. Coots never fly long distances except
when they migrate. TThen they are trying to get away from an enemy, they
usually swim or scurry along on top of the water.
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Look at those coots flying along the "bank right in front of us.

See how the coot stretches his feet out behind hiln ^vith his toes
turned upward? He uses his feet as a rudder in place of that useless little
tail

.

And notice how that pointed, ivor---white bill gleams in the sun-

light against that black head? And see the white tips on some of those
feathers. You can tell a coot from a duck every time by the feathers and
bill.

There goes another shot and another and another I

Look at those three birds falling to the groundl I guess they are all
ducks. None are coots.

Host hunters don't shoot coots. They look upon a coot about like a
•possum hunter looks upon a skunk. If they take home a coot, they're afraid
they'll get the horse laugh.

That's unfortunate, too. For in many places the coot is more plenti-
ful than the duck. Dr. 17. B. Bell, in the Bureau of Biological Survey, tells
me waterfowl of all kinds have been having a rather tough time during the last
year or so. Farming and other industries have been draining out some of the
waterfowl concentration areas. And the drought dried up some of the breeding
grounds. In order to save our waterfowl. Uncle San cut the open season last
year from three and;ialf months to one month and this year made it two months.
But, through all of the drought and draining work, the coot has fared better
than the duck. The prejudice against the coot has spared it from the hunter's
gun.

I asked Dr. Sell how he explained the prejudice against the coot.

Dr. Bell says folks used to think a coot wasn't fit to eat. They
thought the neat had a strong, unpleasant flavor. But, if you know how to fix
it, coot makes a miglity fine dish.

A couple of years ago, a group of prominent sportsmen and conservation-
ists attended a dinner in one of the larger cities in Oklahoma. They ate v/hat

they thought wae duck. The meat was good. They asked for second helpings.
After the plates had been cleared away, those men got a big surprise. The
meat wasn't duck meat at all. They had been eating coot, or as some people
say, mud hen.

I won't try to give you full details on how to prepare coot. For the
most part, you cook a coot just like you do a chicken or a duck. But, here's
a little secret axid an inportant one. The strong, unpleasant flavor of coot
that you heax so much about is only skin-deep. If you pull off the skin and
soak the meat in salt water or soda water for a few hours before you cook it

you will have a fine dish. You won't be able to tell it from duck any more
than the men could at the Oklahoma dinner.

So, the next time you go giinning for waterfowl, get acquainted with the
coots. Include a' few of them in your game bag. You'll have just as much
sport shooting a coot as you would a duck. By shooting coots instead of
ducks, you will give the ducks a chance to recover from the drought and over-
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shooting during the past t\7o or three years.

Biological Survey game officials tell me the season on coots is the

same as on duchs and other waterfowl. In some Darts of the country, the sea-
son has been "open since Oct. first. In other sections, it will open some
time this month.

The ha^' limit is 25 coots a day, and the open season runs for two

months

.

And remember; Skin the coot and soak: the meat for several hours in
salt water or soda water before you cook it.

-ooOoo-

ANNOUIJCEl.KJT ; And that was our regular bi-"7eekly visit with Uncle Sam's
Naturalists. Ue hear these stories about our wild life through the coopera-
tion of the Bureau of Biological Survey in the U. S. Depaxtment of Agricul-
ture. He will have another visit with the naturalists two weeks from today.
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And now it»s tine for Uncle Sam^s Naturalists to bring you tlieir

story of the birds, and beasts, end great out-of-do .-rs. Today, the no-turrli gts

vary their program a little. They will give us a few of the high lights from the

annual report of the United States Bureetu of Biologiccl Survey,

As I tclkod with Uncle Sam* s Naturalists about their work of the past year,

I find they have been making an intensive drive against the underworld.

Yes sir, these Government men of the Biological Survey have roided some
more of the hmg outs of that notorious gang of underworld characters-^the rodents.

They have descended upon the dives and dens of the brov/n rats, rnd cotton rats,
and field mice, and in locolities v.here these ond other pests were ove}rwabundant

th^ have v/iped them out by the thousands and thousands.

The nodoiit-control men during the year carried on more than 250 anti-rat
canpaigns ageinst the corai.ion brown rat alone.

One of the big cmipaigns in the war against the brown rat was crj'ried on
in the oil fields of East Texas, Members of the Texas National Guard sto,tioned

in the East Texas oil fields began to fall victim, one by one, to that drea,ded

disease, t;)-phus fever. There v/ere 61 cases of typhus fever in this section at

one time. Ti.en State and co'jnty health officers began to look for the cause of
the epidemic, they found the oil field a regular paradise for rats. Thousands
of these gangsters were hiding out in garbage dumps, and lumber piles, and in the
walls of poorly constructed houses and buildings. The health officers suspected
the rats might be carrying the deadly typhus germs. They laiew rats have a long-
standing reputation s^s disease carriers, dating back to the teri-ible plagues of
the Middle Ages. So, the health officials called on Uncle Sam's rodent-control
specialists t ^ help organize an anti-rat campaign.

The rodent-control men proceeded to make that East Texas oil field a most
unhealthy place for rats. To be^n v/ith, they cleaned up garbage dumps, rat-
proofed old "aiildings, and set out rat poison. They also spread soil over new
garbage de^cosits to cut the rats off from fo d and shelter.

That rnti-rat campaigi checked the tx^phus-fever epidemic. In fact, Sri^a^-
dier Generca Jacob E, Uolters, of the Texas National Guard later wrote to trie

Biological Survey and soid;-

"New cases (of typhus fever) gradurilly fell off and stopped altogether.
You not only Icilled the rodents, bat you tou^t town and country folks nlike the

•oooO'^oo—

-
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importance of getting rid of then,"

The Biologicol Survey also fought rats in the early-vegetable sections of
the ilorida Everglades*

In the Ever^ades that co-usin of the camraon hrovm rat, the cotton rat was
playing havoc with .tonatoes and swoetpotatoes and other early track crops. The
cotton r a,t damage in just one county ainounted to something over $150,000. in a
single year. The vegetable growers warred against the rats without success. They
called upon the rodent specialists for help.

The rodent control men in cooperation with the Florida gome authorities
first tried mt different kinds of poison bait. Farmers had been using poisoned
grain. But tlie rats didnH sean to like the grain baits and the grain baits also
killed birds as well as rats. To prevent that trouble the rodent men decided
vcpon a sweetpotato bait. Hats like the sweetpotatoes but the birds don't.

The vegetable growers spread the sweet potp.to bait in their truck pa-tches.

Members of the Future Farmers organizati n and the 4-H Clubs scattered the bait
along the roadsides. The cotton rats ate the bait— then they died off by the
thousands. One man after using 27 cents* worth of bait, counted 260 dead cotton
rats on o. single acre.

That poisoning campaign in the Everglades cut the cotton-rat damage to a
tenth of what it had been.

In New England, the Survey's rodent experts led fruit growers in aai equally
successful camapign against field mice.

Field mice chew off the ro;* s of young trees and girdle the roots and trunlcs

of older trees, ao often that many growers take the damage for granted.

However, during the past year, the fruit growers put out somethdng over
10,000 pounds of bait. That bait did its work. Nearly fo-ur-fifths of the growers
reported that nice didn?t bother a single tree after tha.t poisoning campaign. Of
the nearly 90,000 trees protected with bait, only 92 ordy about .ne tree in a
thousand sliowed any sign, of mouse dama^ge.

But, Texas, Florida, ajnd New Englajid farmers axen't the only farmers v/ho

have trrables with rodents, '"estcrn farmers rJ.so have special rodent problems.
Besides rats and mice, western f .-^rmors have to contend with pocket gophers, ground
squirrels, and prairie dogs. Pocket gophers, ground squirrels, and prairie dogs

burrow throu^ irrign.tion chajiiiels and water reservoirs, and riddle pastures and
range land vdth holes, ajid ruin alfalfa fields. In the ITest, just as in the East,

the rodent specialists of the Biological Survey axe helping fa.rmers stage poison-
ing campaigns.

But, pocket gophers, ground squirrels, and prairie dogs axen't the '.Testern

farmer's only worries; not by a long shot, l^f). some sections, livestock grov/ers

and crop faxmers have to fi^t mountain lions pnd wild-cats, to say nothing of
wolves, and coyotes, and other predatory ajuma4.s. During the pa.st yeax, beasts of
prey have been even worse than usual in some places, because fur prices have been
so low tha.t hunters didn't trap so -XLch as forraerly. So whenever the big cats.
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nnd W)lves, and coyotes, and other destructive aniaols get "bad on public lands,
Uncle S3a*s hunters have to take a hcnd to protect the livestock grazing there
and on the nei^boring ranches. Last year, in cooperation with stoclanen those
men trapped and otherwise destroyed raore than 17,000 aniraals in Texas alone.

Trapping work, by the way, brings' up a problem, A trapper sets a trap to

catch a lion, or a bobcat, or a wolf. However, when he goes to his trap the next
d£jy instead of a lion or bobcat he may find a harmless bird or skunk in the trap,

if he has not gone about it in the right way. That not only means the loss of
a harmless beneficial bird or cniraal, but also a waste of the trapper's time.
To avoid such waste A.M. Da;/, of the Biological Survey, devised a little spring
to attadi to the traps. The spring fits ri^t under the trigger, 'Tith that

spring on the trap a "oird or small animal can walk on the trigger in safety. But
when a big animal like a lion or bobcat steps on the trigger, the trap springs.

This work of controlling destructive animals in cooperation with local land-
owners is only a small part of the Biological Survey's activities. A still bigger
part of the job is to study and apply methods for protecting our harniess and bene-

ficial wild life.

For instance, the naturalists are studying a disease that has killed mil-
lions of waterfowl and shore birds in the TVestern States in the past 20 years. The
naturalists now know the cause of the disease. They also have found a means for
remedying the conditions producing the disease.—The remedy is to control the
depth of water on mud flats. TThere you can't control these water levels, the

remedy is to scare the birds away.

Another phase of the work is to provide refuges where our ducks, and geese,

and other ndgratory birds can rest, feed, and breed without being routed out by
the work of a steam shovel or a dredging machine. The Biological Survey was in-
strumental insetting aside 7 new Federal migratory bird refuges, diuring the past
year, and enlarging 5 others. That brings the total number of wild-life refuges
under the jurisdiction of the Biological Survey to 100, and many of them axe en-

joyed by ducks, geese, md other gcjne birds.

The birds can live in these refuges undisturbed as long as other public
agencies take the same attitude as has the State of Nebraska. A certain concern
asked the ITebraslca departirient of public works for permission to carry out a piece
of drainage work that would have had a baxi effect on the Federal migro.tory-bird
refuge at Crescent Lake. But the ITebraslca authorities turned down the request.
They oaid it w^uid be "detrimental t ; the public welfare."

As a further step to protect our bird life, the Biological Survey collects
the fa.cts about the habits and abundance of waterfowl and the need for shortening
or lengthening the hunting season. This year the hionting season was kept shorter
than in former years because of the serious affect on the birds brou^t r.bout by
the excessive shooting, drainage operations, and draughts of the past few seasons.

ANITOUITCEISITT: And that concludes toda^-^'s visit with Uncle Sam's Naturalists
in which you have heard some of the hig^i lights fror^ the annual report of the

United States Biological Survey, You will hear another storj^ from the naturalists
over (sta.tion) at this some tine two weeks from todai'.
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AMOUNCEI lETT : T>-"-s is the day and hour for our regular Fridaj' visit \7ith Uncle
Sam's Naturalists, Our T7ilds Ilan has "been talking with men in the Forest Service,
United States Department of Agriculture, trying to get the facts on the future of

the United States' wood supply, TThere do we stand in reference to our stand of
timber?

I can renern'ber the time when one of the great concerns of the farmer was to

get the timber OF? his land. That, in the country where I_ lived, was a time of

clearing the land. And clearing the land was no small job. But a big change has
come in the timber supplies of this country and now a whole lot of farmers would
like to see more tiraber ON their land.

The same change has come about in the hills and in the forests, America's
great stands of virgin timber—once thought INHXHAUSTIBLE—have been used up so

fast that already the last extensive stands are being tapped. The United
States is a great wood-using nation. Our newspapers alone eat up thousands of

acres of timber every year. That morning or evuaijg paper you buy for a few cents is

printed on a wood-pulp paper and you have to have trees if you're going to have

•wood pulp. That's only one cxanrplc of the country's mamoth appetite for wood

and that wood Ins to be supplied somehow—unless ne can find a good substitute.

The trouble is, virgin timber is practically irreplaceable because of the length

of time necessary to grow material of the highest quality. You can't grow a tree

over the week-end, you know,

I was talking this over with some of the men in the Forest Service of the

Department of Agriculture the other day and they gave me some figures. The forest

land of the United States, they said, amounts to atout 730 thousand square miles

altogether. About 150 thousand square miles is managed for permanent timber pro-

duction under public ownership. Federal, State, and local. The other 580 thousand

square miles—an area larger than France, Belgi-um, the Netherlands, Denmark, C-er-

many, and the British Isles, by the way— is privately owned. This privately owned
forest land supports industries giving employment to more than a million people
and turning out each year wood products valued at 2 billion dollars. This is

enough to supply domestic needs and f"urnish wood products worth about 200 million
dollars to foreign countries.

That sounds very impressive— that sounds like very good business. That sounds
like America's wood pile is a very big proposition and it is. But the trouble
is, only a small portion of this woods land is now being handled so as to produce
timber continuously. The greater part of the land is gradually drifting into
idleness, producing so little that it is a biirdcn to its owners md to the com-
munities within whose territory it lies. Some 125 thousand square miles have
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already stopped "beiiig productive and k rmich larger area is only partly productive.
The UllPRODUCTIVE land, the Federal fbtesters sa;^', is being abandoned not because
of any serious diif icuLty in keepiiig it PH0DUCTIV3, nor because no way to keep it

productive is loiown^ but because its owners doubt whether timber-growing will pay.
Up until very recent years, as the virgin timber in one region was cut, there was
alwac^s another virgin supply just over the hill or in the nearby country* But
that's not so any :nore.

Now let's take a look at another side of the question. Government experts say
that more wood is used in the United States than in any other country, UE COiTSUlffi

AS IIUCH TlliBER FROil TRZES LARGS EITOUGH TO SAT7 OUT LUIffiER AS ALL TIE OTHER C0U2ITRISS

COIBIHED or about 13 BILLION cubic feet in all. The United States loads the

World in the manufacture of many products made wholly or partly of wood, 7ith only
6 per cent of the world's population, this country has 35 ner cent of the world's
railway mileage and for the transportation industries alone— including automobiles
and railroads—we use nearly as much saw timber per capita as is required for all

purposes in Great Britain, Germany, or Erance, I7e use immense quantities of wood
every year for making, shipping and storing crates boxes, and barrels. Great forests
are used up every year to make p"ulp for our paper supply. The United States is

kno\vn all over the world as the land of wooden houses, are cutting from our
forests about 200 cubic feet of wood every year for each man, woman, and child in

the United States,

Of course, the United States isn't alone anoug the nations of the world when
it comes to using wood. Sor.ie folks think that wood is more or less out of date
and that it's rapidly being replaced by cheaper materials or better materials.
That doesn't seen to be so. Newsprint and other woodpulp products—automobiles

—

phonographs— radio cabinets—and many other articles r«qtilJflss large quantities of

wood, have come into extensive use within a generation. It seems that no sooner
do we find substitutes for wood that new uses for wood arise. Many foreign coun-
tries have learned the truth of that,

China is the classic example of a nation that has suffered from an exhausted
wood-pile. Some 2,500 years ago, China was abundantly supplied with forests. The
population increased rapidly and the people cut the timber as it was needed, waste-
fully and without thought for the future. At first, the Government seldom or never
interfered. Land clearings wasteful cutting— repeated forest fires, continuing
throughout many centuries, gradually pushed the forests back until they are con-
fined to the least accessible parts of the moimtains today. To get timber do\7n to

the main consuming centers of the country takes from 6 months to 3 years. This
has put timber into the luxury class in China and the general public can't afford
it. In many districts, timber large enough to make boards is so scarce that

practically none is used save for the manufacture of coffins.

Let' s carry the story a step further. Since wood for building or for fuel
can't be gotten, you'd naturally expect the Chinese to turn to substitutes, such
as coal, brick, cement, and steel. The country has these and other mineral re-

sources in plenty. But without timber, it's impossible to use the substitutes.
The few coal mines that are developed depend largely on imported timber for props,
lagging, and other needed construction material. The railroads that carry the coal
run on wooden ties brought in from Manchuria, Japan, or North America, Small
native iron foundries use charcoal brought for many long miles on boats and on
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men's "baclcs. Domestic iron and coal, therefore, are produced only in srnall quan-

tities and are so costly thc,t they can hai'dly conpete in the seaport cities nith

the iron aid steel hroxi^ht fron ITorth Ajnrrica icid from Europe.

I7ell, there's the lesson there's the sitiaation in a coxntry that wasted its

wood supplies, T-:iat's the noral, so far as the United States are concerned?

But with all this, we are still goin^ to need plenty of wood in this country.

Even if our PZH CAPITA consunrption should fall as low as present European standards,

the increase in population which is likely to tal:e place in the next 50 years will
keep our tinber requirements at a level little, if any, below our present timber

needs. Furtheimoi'e, it often tal:es wood to make the veirj things which are de-

signed to take the place of wood. The coal mines of the United States alono con-
sume a billion board feet of lumber a year. And of course we are constantly in-

creasing and broadeniiT^; the uses for wood. As our cities ^row, more ani more wood
will be needed to make the containers in which their food is shipped in from the

producing sections.

All this brings us down to a rather obvious moral: GR0T7 IIOHE T700D OR 3LSE
USE LESS, '.Te will always need our forests, 7e should, therefore, conserve and
maintain them,

AiniOUlTCIil-tEITT ; If you want more facts and figures on tho future of America' s wood
pile, v/rite to the U. S, Forest Service, at ^Tashir^^ton, D. C. The talk to which
you have just listened has cone to you throtigh the cooperation of Station
and the U, S. Department of Agriculture,
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AMOUNCSIISNT ; We now chat for a few minutes with Uncle Sam's Naturalists
atout the Great Out-of-Doors. Toda^y', the Naturalists have a suggestion for
farmers, and bird clubs, and school, and 4-H clubs on how they can help
protect our useful birds.

—oOo—

I ran across two stories the other day that go to show what a wonderful
help birds are to the farmer and, in fact, to land owners in general.

A certain Iowa farmer had a fence row of heavily sodded bluegrass right
next to his cornfield. That fence row produced swarms and swarms of grass-
hoppers. In one particular srinmer, the grasshoppers chewed "up three rows of

corn 40 rods long. The farmer didn't get a single bushel of com from those
three rows.

Well, at that partic\ilar time, that farmer didn't put much faith in
what he'd heard about birds protecting crops by destroying insects. But he
decided to make a little experiment.

The following winter he went to town and got some drygoods boxes. He
and his boys made those boxes np into bird houses. They put up 21 bird houses-
spaced about two rods apart—-all dov/n along the edge of the cornfield.

Well, the birds took the hint. The following spring, they moved into
13 of those 21 new houses. Wrens nested in 6 of the new houses bluebirds in
4 houses and purple martins in 3.

All summer long the birds feasted on grasshoppers.

That fall, the farmer harvested 23 bushels of corn from those three
rows next to the fence where, the preceding year, he got no corn at all.

Needless to say, that man had no further doubts about the value of birds.

A second man this man from Wisconsin gives still further testimony
of the value of birds to the farmer. He says:

"I commenced ... over half a century ago, and have fitted my place for a
bird paradise, \rith plenty of trees and shrubbery and one acre of lawn.
Commencing with a single pair of grackles about 20 years ago, I have now over
200.. •, I counted 17 on the first furrow plov/ed this spring. White grubs are
about played out , and I have not seen a cutworm in five years."

Well, in those two particular cases, the birds happened to be feeding on
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grasshoppers, and on grulis and cutv/oirnsi jBut thoBfe three insects don't "begin
to cover the birds' entire hill of f&re. Birds feed on just about eveirj kind
of harmful insect you can mention. And a great many different kinds of birds
eat the same insects. Specialists, who :iave looked into the eating habits of
birds, find 205 different kinds of birds eat v/irev;orms and 95 different species
eat grubs . I might ^ive you a whole host of other examples for instance,
175 kinds of birds feed on leafhoppers , and 110 feed on billbugs , and so on.

But don't think for a minute that birds sir.Tply taste a lot of different
kinds of insects and then eat very few insects of any one kind.

If you have ever watched birds traveling back and forth all day long
with food for their young, you can appreciate what great nvunbers of insects
a bird can eat in a day' s time. Take that busy little house '.7ren, for instance.
The house wren brings a load of food to its young about once every 2 minutes
all day long. Of course , not many birds can equal the wren' s record. Uost
birds probably feed only once every 5 to 8 minutes. But even once every 5 or 8

minutes counts up pretty big in 10 or 12 hours.

The bird men checked up on the work of the birds on a 200-acre farm in

North Carolina. That farm was over-run with green bugs, or wheat aphids. But
the bird men found 3,000 birds on that farm. They figured the birds were
cleaning up the wheat aphids at the rate of a million a day.

If you had a hired man who killed a million hannful crop insects a day,

you probably would think he did a pretty good day' s work. You would at least

think he was worth his board and keep. TTell, the birds certainly deserve the

same consideration.

But, maybe you wonder just why the birds need any particular attention?

TThy can't they look after themselves?

Uell, as L. McAtee says,—and I.lcAtee is a bird authority in the

United States Biological Survey—The birds work along willingly and faithfully

as long as you give them a decent place to live. But, every time you clear

out a piece of woods, or drain a piece of wet ground, or cut down a hedge -

row, you wipe out birds' homes, and shelters. Finally things get so civilized

the birds just 'up and leave.'"

B'j.t some of you may ask. "Can we afford to leave a lot of hedgerows,

aod thickets around the farm, simply as shelter for the birds?"

At one time, we may have thought we couldn't. But, as we have moved

on farther and farther with our plows and axes, we have pressed the birds

harder and harder. And now we begin to realize the value of birds. TJe find

it may pay us to give them a little attention, after all.

In a great many places, schools, local bird clubs, and Audubon societies,

are cooperating with landov/ners to set up bird refuges on farms. The land-

oTOer agrees to furnish the land and act as a kind of warden, v/hile the club

or school agrees to post the places and put up bird houses, and feeding stations.

If the landowner and club decide to make the farm a refuge for g.ime birds, the

club may stocl: the farm with birds. Of course, if folks go to a lot of trouble

to set up a bird refuge, they want to protect it. So, the folks who set up the
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refuges make use of the laus authorizing game wardens to proceed against
tresspassers.

Several States are also establishing effective refuges for some of our
cominon song birds. McAtee tells me he knows of such refuges in New Hampshire,
Connecticut, Illinois, and Minnesota.

Then, of course, many individual farmers and landowners are setting aside
bird reserves themselves v/ithout amy help from clubs, or schools.

McAtee told me just how a person can go about making his farm or home
grounds into a refuge for birds.

If you are interested in establishing a bird refuge, or in encouraging
birds to live on your place, I suggest that you get in touch with your county
agricultural agent, or the state college of agriculture.

Here are a few of his pointers on refuges.

He points out that our present-day brushless wire fences don't offer any
attraction to birds. He says you can let shrubby growth get started along the
fencerows, or you can plant fruit-bearing and other shrubs in gullies, and on
ditch banks, and in various odd corners.

And when you set out trees and shrubs, always take into account their food-
producing qualities. Keep that in mind also when you are cleaning up thickets.

I can't tell you what shrubs and trees to leave standing, and what kinds to plant.
But I can mention a few like the elderberry, blackberry, mulberry, dogwood, and
wild grape, and sumac to give you a suggestion. I also might mention the cherry,

and holly, and blueberry, and pokeberry, and service berry.

And remember, provide the birds a place to live. As you cut out your
trees and woodlands, you destroy many of the old nesting places. Follovv the

exauple of the Iowa farmer and fix up some bird boxes.

Then, of course, don' t forget to provide the birds a place to drink and
take a bath. If you don' t have any streams and natural pools, provide water
in some other way.

Those are just a few suggestions on how to protect and attract birds.
As McAtee suggests, if you want further tips on how to make your place into a
bird refuge, get in touch with your county agricultural agent or the state
college of agriculture.

ANNOUNGEMSNT ; And that concludes today's visit with Uncle Sam's Naturalists.
This talk came to you through the cooperation of the United States Biological
Survey and Station .




